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Abstract

We describe in this report (Technical Note)
test facility

an extensive electromagnetic evaluation of a unique

designed and built by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

The Space Power

Facility

is

presumed

to

be the world's largest high- vacuum

test

chamber and

is

designed to qualify vehicles and equipment for outer-space conditions. The interior of the

aluminum chamber measures 30.5 meters (100
floor to the top of the

Sandusky, Ohio and

dome.

is

The

feet) in

diameter and 37.2 meters (122 feet) from

facility is located at the

managed by

the

NASA John H.

NASA Plum Brook Station near

Glenn Research Center

in Cleveland,

Ohio.
This set of evaluation measurements and analysis were intended to quantify the electromagnetic
characteristics of this

chamber while empty. The experimental data

that

we

collected include an

extensive set of point-to-point signal-propagation and attenuation (insertion-loss) measurements,
direct

measurements of electric

fields

source, shielding effectiveness of the

generated in the chamber by a high power radio frequency

aluminum

shell,

and environmental ambient radio

frequency signals. These measurements spanned the frequency spectrum from below 100
to

40 GHz.

data.

MHz

We are able to estimate several important chamber characteristics by analyzing these

These include attenuation, decay time, mode bandwidth, quality factor (Q),

related to input power,

and

field uniformity.

1

electric field

7.

Introduction

The Space Power
chamber

Facility

inside the large

located at the

dome shown

Plum Brook

Research Center

(SPF) houses a unique and impressively sophisticated vacuum
at the center

of the building in Figure

Station near Sandusky, Ohio,

in Cleveland, Ohio.

site for flight qualification tests

The SPF

is

chamber measures 30.5 meters (100

at

(NASA)

Facility at

feet) in

chamber has

aircraft [2]

The

interior

was evaluated

Glenn

the distinction of having the

Edwards Air Force Base
[1]

is

designed to

of the aluminum inner

diameter and 37.2 meters (122 feet) from floor to the

SPF

is

most volume of any known

That massive chamber contains

in California.

and

is

this to other large

dwarfed only by the Benefield

lined completely with radar-absorbing material.

large reverberation facility in Australia capable of enclosing a fighter-sized

approximately 1362.3 cubic meters in comparison.

is

The SPF

approximately 23,426 cubic meters. If we compare

about 130,825 cubic meters of volume

The volume of a

NASA John H.

Constellation Program.

electromagnetic test chambers (non vacuum) then the

Anechoic

facility,

currently being upgraded for use as the primary

is

qualify vehicles and equipment in outer-space conditions.

vacuum chamber,

This

on the planned Orion space vehicle as part of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

top of the dome. This large

part of the

1.

test

as an

empty reverberation chamber

A chamber described in [3]

prior to being lined with radar-absorbing

material and used as a semi-anechoic (no absorber on the floor) room. This

chamber had a

volume of about 2354 cubic meters.

NASA intends to perform all preflight environmental tests (vibration, vacuum, thermal,
electromagnetic) on the

new

space vehicle

electromagnetic tests will be done

at

at the

SPF

location. Fortunately, all the

normal atmospheric conditions and will not require

that test

equipment be capable of space conditions

The NIST
chamber
series

role in this

to

program

an electromagnetic

of tests

in the

chamber

direct illumination, or

was intended

some

is

to investigate the viability

test

chamber. The major part of this effort was to perform a

to evaluate

how

to execute these tests

and attenuation

we

by use of reverberation,

other technique. This set of evaluation measurements and analysis

to quantify the electromagnetic characteristics

experimental data that

of adapting the aluminum vacuum

of this chamber while empty. The

collected include an extensive set of point-to-point signal-propagation

(insertion-loss)

measurements, direct measurements of electric

fields generated

in the

chamber by a high-power radio-frequency source, shielding effectiveness of the aluminum

shell,

and environmental ambient radio frequency

frequency spectrum from below

1

00

signals.

MHz to 40 GHz.

These measurements spanned the

Figure

Aerial view of NASA Space

1.

(Piioto courtesy of

NASA)

We first discuss

some of the

Power

Facility located at tiie

characteristics

Plum Brook

Station near Sandusky, Oliio.

of large conductive cavities that are pertinent to the

evaluation of this unique chamber and a few predictions based on relatively simple models in
sections 2, 3, and 4.

The

test

sections 5 -7. Finally, based

findings in section

methods and analysis of the measurement data are described

on the measurement data and

The most obvious

we summarize

the

key

8.

Unique Challenges

2.

analysis,

in

features of the

in the

SPF

SPF aluminum

inner chamber, from the viewpoint of

electromagnetic fields, are the highly conductive surfaces (aluminum), vast surface area, and

symmetric geometry (cylinder and hemisphere). The big question for
use

this

chamber

features.

this project is

as an electromagnetic environmental effect (E3) test chamber, given these

Most electromagnetic

lEC 61000-4-21

vulnerability

(EMV)

tests

(RTCA/DO-160

[4],

MIL-STD 461

[6], etc.)

presume

that the radiated field intensity in the test

can be established. The most

common

techniques to establish

[5],

how best to

known

environment

field intensity within the

confines of a metallic enclosure are: (1) suppress

all

and use

reflections (anechoic)

direct

illumination from a characterized antenna; (2) maintain a highly reflective environment and

complex cavity theory (reverberation);

utilize

field

by use of probes or sensors; or

(3) use

some absorbing material and determine

(4) use very short impulsive signals

(time-domain) or

transforming finely-sampled frequency domain data (synthetic-time-domain) to illuminate the
test object

and remove reflections by time-gating (time-domain). There are also some practical

variations

on these three

(e.g.,

semi-anechoic) depending on what

test

environment one

trying

is

to emulate.

The

technique (anechoic) requires that

first

conductive (reflective) surfaces be covered with

all

radar-absorbing material in order to suppress the reflections. This approach would

chamber appear

make

similar to outer space for the radio signals, in keeping with the overall

the

theme of

the facility. There are several advantages to this approach, such as clearly defined intensity,
polarization,

and incident angle of the

However, there
expose

all

thermal

parts of the spacecraft,

vacuum and

chamber

However,

mode

(reverberation)

logistics

of reconfiguring the chamber for the

would

require

little

or no modification to the surfaces in

no mechanical scanning of the

test object

there

may

also be

the source antenna
to the test fields.

some disadvantages. The reverberation technique

usually rectangular, as that shape performs well and

is

However, the SPF

is

utilizes the multi-

The chosen geometry

nature of large cavities to generate a statistically uniform field.

construct.

by

and would provide a more complete exposure of the spacecraft

reverberation chambers

to

and the daunting

other tests (removing absorber and associated adhesives).

(a big advantage),

(a time saver),

by use of a well characterized transmit antenna.

are also disadvantages, primarily cost, manipulating the transmit antenna to

The second technique
the

test signal

cylindrical with a hemispherical cap. This

is

for

economical

to

geometry would tend

produce undesired mode structures such as whispering-gallery modes and modes that focus

energy in specific locations. These can cause problems

Placement of the

statistical field structure.

the

chamber

will introduce

problem. Then there
will the

modes be

is

cylindrical spacecraft

tall

even more symmetry

the question of the

is

when one

mode

trying to establish a uniform

assembly near the center of

(a coaxial structure) that

may add

density at the low frequencies (10

sufficient at these frequencies to enable a

the

chamber behaves

like a

MHz or so);

uniform field? This concern

for all techniques, including anechoic, because typical anechoic material has

low frequency, and

to this

is

valid

poor performance

loaded shielded room. If ferrite

tiles are

added

at

to

improve the low-frequency anechoic performance, the cost would become astronomical. The
reverberation technique requires a reasonable

chamber

is

helpful but

still

may be

mode

insufficient at 10

density.

The

MHz. The

large

large

volume of the SPF

volume may be helpful

enable low-frequency operation, but the volume also raises another issue.
reverberation technique

is

the fact that energy

is

volume and thus

results in a

virtue of the

uniformly distributed throughout the volume,

but in a very large chamber that also means that the transmitted power
large

One

to

lower power density

at

is

dispersed over this

any given point. This

intuitive result is

evident in the following relationship between the transmitted

power and

the average

power

received by any impedance-matched, lossless antenna (eq. 94,[7])

where Pj

is

transmitted power, X

is

We can see that a large

chamber volume.

Q is the chamber quality factor, and V is the
volume may be offset somewhat by a higher Q; in

the wavelength,

chamber (higher Q) then more is available
the receiving antenna. Fortunately, the aluminum surfaces in the SPF chamber are highly

power

other words, if less

is

absorbed or

lost in the

conductive and help to reduce power lost to the walls. However, the overall chamber
function of all loss mechanisms in the chamber: lossy objects, aperture leakage, and

Q

is

at

a

power

dissipated in the antenna terminations, in addition to

power dissipated

we

about an empty chamber with no leakage or

can estimate a value for

lossy objects,

we

Q based on assumptions

way

source

is

to

(e.g.,

know how much power is

available at a test location from a given transmitting

by measurement.

signal.

But there

is

a

downside

tend to ring for a long time (t

=

beneficial for enhancing signal strength of a continuous

Q chamber;

to a high

Q/(i),

where t

is

etc.) in this

modulated and impulsive signals

The long

and

(o is

the radian

signal decay times

make

it

This brings us to the subject of how to

problematic to remove the reflections by time-gating.
impulsive signals (radar pulses,

the

the time constant

frequency), causing difficulties in testing these signals.

test

While

cryogenic shroud panels and Orion spacecraft). Hence, the

The very high Qofa. chamber may be

wave

.

cannot predict the effects of the large door seams, other apertures, and the

introduction of lossy objects

only

in the walls [8]

environment. The effects of the chamber on the

pulsed signals are documented in several reports

[9], [10],

and

[11].

The two pulse

signal

parameters usually considered are the risetime and the amplitude. The objective for most

tests

appears to be reaching a steady-state condition by loading the chamber with absorbing material
or using pulses longer than the time constant of the chamber in order to reach a given field
strength. This

would provide

the issue of the effects
state.

The authors of a

on

a correlation to the

the risetime or

what

to

more

typical

CW testing but does not address

do with shorter pulses

NASA technical report [12]

demonstrated that

that

it is

do not reach steady-

possible to obtain

meaningful immunity threshold information on an actual risetime-sensitive equipment under

(EUT) "even
,

chamber time constant exceeds

if the

the region of

EUT risetime

test

sensitivity." In

other words, the chamber time constant (usually derived from an average of many realizations of
the pulse envelope)

may

not adequately quantify the instantaneous pulse characteristics

impinging on the EUT. Also, the early time
[13].

Clearly, this

method can be

of the pulsed rf signal have been studied

an area that needs more research and testing before a

validated.

SPF could be used
test

is

statistics

However,

it

may be

EMC test

possible that even high-Q chambers such as the

for pulsed rf testing, provided that the interaction

device parameters are better understood.

realistic

of the chamber, signal and

3,

Theoretical relationships for large complex cavities

Theoretical descriptions of large complex cavities are available from multiple sources, but

have relied on three principal sources
report, so instead

we

we

A detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this

[7] [14] [15].

present a few of the theoretical relationships between various

electromagnetic parameters in an ideal reverberation chamber, and then use these results as a
baseline for comparison while evaluating the SPF. For most reverberation-chamber

measurements, there

is

a requirement for

some type of change of the electromagnetic

configuration of the chamber (generally caused by a change of boundary condition by

moving a

change of frequency, or changing

large conductive surface, such as a paddle or a wall boundary,

the location of an electromagnetic source inside the chamber). Similarly, a sensor can be
to multiple locations in the

chamber. Although

this generally

moved

does not have the same effect as a

configuration change (a configuration change should change the electromagnetic configuration

of the chamber throughout the volume of the chamber, but a sensor-location change would,
ideally,

have no effect on a separate stationary sensor).

configurations or sensor locations,

With enough samples,

it

we

By taking measurements

for different

"sample" the characteristics of the chamber.

are able to

should be possible to generate a

statistical description for

electromagnetic parameter in the chamber. For an ideal chamber, the

any

statistical descriptions

should be independent of location and orientation of any sensor throughout a large portion

(known

as the

working volume) of the chamber.

Unfortunately, most electromagnetic parameters such as received power, Cartesian electric field

(which

we

define here as an arbitrary rectangular component of the electric field assuming an

change dramatically from

arbitrary Cartesian coordinate system), or total electric field,

configuration to configuration. Changes of 20

Cartesian

field,

or a factor of

during this investigation.
reliable

1

dB

common

This large variation implies that
statistical

of

1

different for a

circumstances. For this analysis

we

will focus

many samples may be

required before

models are available for ideal

allow us to predict the variation

[7] [14] [15] that

(a factor

00 for received power) and changes of 60 dB were observed

comparisons can be made. Fortunately,

chambers

are

we might

expect under ideal

on the average of each parameter, which should

be the best behaved parameter.

For simplicity,

we

will start with received power,

This distribution has a standard deviation that

100% uncertainty
is

(e.g.

1

±

somewhat complicated

example,
as 2

W,

1

±

1

1

W,

if the

or

W. On

a

but the true answer could be 3

dB

W ± 100%).

standard deviation

dB

relative to

W.

ideally has an exponential distribution.

equal to

is

higher or

oo

mean, which

in

some sense implies

1

dB

dB

scale

large (on the order of the mean). For

W,

scale, this implies that

dB

its

Expressing a standard deviation on a

W implies that we expect a value of

W or as low as

+3/-00

1

is

which

but the "true" answer could be as high

we

expect a value of

lower, which

dB

relative to

we can summarize

as

1

By

averaging over

factor of

V^V

,

A/^

samples,

we can

reduce the standard deviation of the

so 4 samples will reduce the

SDOM by a factor of 4, and so on.

SDOM by a factor of 2,
recommended

a

16 samples will reduce the

For both practicality and simplicity,

reported here were based on either 12 samples (as

mean (SDOM) by

all

measurements

as a lower limit

reverberation chamber standards [4] [6]) or 141 samples (a convenient

by

number which

relates to a

MHz using our VNA measurement system, described in
These give reduce the SDOM by a factor of 3.5 for 12 samples and by a factor of

rough averaging bandwidth of
section 5.1.1).

1

12 for 141 samples. Similar approaches can be used for the Cartesian field (which ideally has a

X distribution with 2 DOF (degrees of freedom) and a standard deviation that
52 % of the mean) or the total electric field (which ideally has a X distribution with 6 DOF

Rayleigh or chi or
is

and a standard deviation

that

Table

"""

1.

is

29

% of the mean) and results are summarized in Table

Ibelow.

SDOM for various parameters and number of samples.

SDOM
Quantity

1

% or +3.0/-oo dB
52 % or +3.7/-6.4 dB
29 % or +2.2/-3.0 dB

Received power

Total electric field
the average response

number of samples
the

is

as well.

known,

it is

141 samples

% or +1.1/-1.5 dB
15 % or +1.2/- 1.4 dB
8 % or +0.7/-0.8 dB

% or ±0.4 dB
4 % or ±0.4 dB
8

2%or±0.2dB

possible to predict the peak response for a given

The idea here

peak response. Repeat multiple times

12 samples

29

100

Cartesian electric field

Once

sample

is

to

perform some

test

with A^ samples and determine

for different configurations (different paddle positions,

similar but not identical frequencies, different source or sensor locations, etc.) and then evaluate
the characteristics (mean, standard deviation, etc.) of the

measured peak

signal.

The expected

peak will be a function of the number of samples, and will gradually increase as the number of
samples increases. If the underlying distributions are known, then the characteristics of the peaks
can be predicted as well. The general procedure
multiply by a scale factor that

most parameters are related
field,

we have developed

for power,

R{N)

to determine the average response, then

determined for each parameter and number of samples.

is

to either

tables

is

Since

power, Cartesian or rectangular field components, or

of scale factors for these parameters, and refer

for Cartesian (or rectangular) field,

and T(K) for

total field.

to these as

total

P{N)

This process must be

used with caution, however, because low losses combined with large values of A^ can result in
predicted received powers that are larger than the

can be found in

Many

power transmitted

into the

chamber. Details

[14].

of our measurements are related to receive power normalized to incident power. This can

be represented as either the
terms of

5*

parameters.

ratio

of the received power

Once we have an

can predict most other parameters.

to the incident

power PreJPmc, or

|5'2i|

estimate of the average normalized received power,

We summarize the relationships in Table 2

peak received power, average and peak Cartesian

field,

average and peak

for average

total field,

1

W. Derivadon

of other parameters

is

discussed

later.

we

and

and the

quality factor Q. In this table, "normalized" values are normalized to an incident transmitted

power of

in

Table

2.

Equations for estimating the descriptive characteristics of a chamber.

Constant incident power

Parameter

Average normalized received power

'21

Average received power

^«c(P21

Maximum normalized received power

(r2i| /k(-'^)J

Maximum received power

pjKfym]

Average Cartesian

field

\S07tH\sJ)K
A'

Maximum Cartesian field

S07rH\S,nPjR{N)f
2}

Average

total field

\\n57rH\sJ )P,,^
41"

Maximum total

field

\

n257r' i^s,,^y^„XnN)f
4^^

i

Quality factor

Q

\67T^vi\S^A
X'

4,

Numerical Modeling and Predictions

In this section

we examine

ideal reverberation

analysis

the

SPF chamber by use of statistical

relationships developed for

chambers and by use of a commercial electromagnetic modeling code. This

was completed

prior to performing

measurements

in the

chamber

understand some of the characteristics and assist in developing a sensible

in

an effort

not to provide

test plan,

a complete analysis of the chamber. Additionally, the numerical modeling effort

to

examined

a

few

configurations with objects such as the cryogenic shroud panels (we will also use the shorthand

term cryo-panels) and a spacecraft inserted

in the

volume, which were not part of the

experimental evaluation. The numerical analysis was limited to the lower frequencies, due to the
size of the

volume and computer

limitations.

Field levels predicted for ideal chamber

4. 1.

For an empty chamber, there are two principal power sinks: the chamber walls and the antennas
placed in the chamber.

From NIST Technical Note

1508, eq. 26 [14] and assuming steady-state

conditions, the average

power dissipated (P^ )

chamber

in the

is

equal to the average transmitted

power (P^ ) and we have
,

,

.

{Pt)

,

.

= {Pd} =

2(d5{(d)AIw)

c^ttIw)

4^-^-^+A^-rV'
3

where

a>

is

the radian frequency, S{cd)

the surface area of the

is

the skin depth of the metal walls of the chamber,

chamber walls, (W)

is

the average energy density in the chamber,

approximately the number of antennas in the chamber, and c
express the above equations in terms of wavelength
the equations in terms of total electric field

the intrinsic

wave impedance of free

(2)

2co

space,

Ej

co

is

the speed of light.

A rather than

co,

and

it is

rather than energy density.

=

2nc

^

.

/„,\

and(^) =

\l

,

criQ

is

is

useful to

also useful to write

We use

^7-

-^

It is

N

A

to get

iJq

= J Vl

,

—
47rSU)A{\ Ej
{Pt)

AH\E,

= {Po) =

47rS{A)A

+ N-

(3)
StTTJq

Typically, measurements utilize

!2\

,

8;r

3/1

riQ

two antemias, one transmitting anterma and one receiving

more

antenna. However, due to enhanced backscatter, the transmitting antenna actually removes

power from

chamber than

the

conservative

the receiving antenna. Therefore

assume

will

that 7V=3 as a

initial estimate.

Given the equations above, we would
But what does

electric field.

the field?

we

RTCA DO 160

specifies field in terms

power required

like to estimate the

that really

mean?

[4] specifies field in

Is that

to establish a

a total field or a Cartesian

terms of total

field,

but

component of

lEC 61000-4-21

of a Cartesian component. Regardless of which

we

known

[6]

choose, there are

other subtle problems. For one, in a statistical environment such as a reverberation chamber,
there can be a significant difference (5

dB

or more) between a peak field and an average field,

and the difference increases as the number of configurations (paddle positions, antenna locations,
frequencies) increases. Finally, unlike simple deterministic environments, there

between saying

that a device

V /m

also different

,

which

is

is

exposed

from a

field

dB V/m.

of 40

We will generate a few curves showing required power,
V/m, assuming both

Our

first

step

is

total

and Cartesian

Ar A7rS{X)A
3/1

^0

step

is

to write things in terms

average squared magnitude.
distribution of the field.

DOF

To do

this,

For simplicity,

So,

squared field of 1 0,000

what should we do?

assuming an expected peak

of either

In this case

we can

of 200

total field or Cartesian field (A'^= 3):

3|£. 2\/

Xi\
%n

7o

A

2

^^^ + 3
3/1

of the average magnitude of the

(4)

%n

field, rather

than the

we need to know something about the statistical
we will assume the chi or / distribution, having two

(degrees of freedom) for a Cartesian component of the electric field, and six

total field [7].

field

and also assuming 12 independent samples.

to rewrite the equations in terms

{Pt)-{Po) =

Our next

field,

V/m and a

of 1 00

to a field

a difference

is

DOF

for the

write

768

={i^.iy

(I

225;r

10

£;^ 1)^-1.0865

(5)

and

^.

Next,
in

we

Table

Table

3.

look

at the

peak

field,

1)'

-n

(I

^^l)'- 1-27324.

(6)

assuming a specific number of samples. These are summarized

3.

Scale factor to estimate peak field from average.

Number of samples

M

Ej

scale factor

Sj{M)

Ej^ scale factor

10

\A11

1.891

12

1.508

1.950

100

1.810

2.553

1000

2.072

3.078

S,^{M)

We can now write an estimate for the power required to generate a desired peak electric
{Pt)-{Pd)-

\ErM-\m65' A7rS{X)A

^

3/1

8;r

47rS(A)A

X_ ^

[SAM)]' ^0

field

(7)

3r^,T^

-1.27324

[SR{M)f

All

we need now

is

the surface area of the
site,

the

30.5

m (100 feet).

feet)

high and radius of 15.2m (50

and

sitting

chamber and

the skin depth of the walls.

Based on

m (122 feet) high and has a diameter of
That implies that the chamber can be roughly modeled as a cylinder 22 m (72

dimensions given in the web

feet),

8;r

3/1

no

2

on a

circle

chamber

feet),

is

37.2

capped by a hemisphere with a radius of 15.2m (50

with a radius of 15.2m (50

feet).

The surface area

is

given as

A^nR" ^ iTTRh + lTtR" = 4290.4 ml

The skin depth

is

(8)

Assuming

a function of frequency and the conductivity of the walls.

aluminum, we found conductivities a
in a previous experiment, Hill [17]

7

in the

7

range of 1 .5x10 S/m to 3.8x10 S/m [16]. However,

found the microwave conductivity

11

to

be

much lower than

The lower value was 8.83 x 10^ S/m, so we

expected.

conductivity.

The skin depth

S(A.) can

will use this as the

minimum

estimated

be calculated from the conductivity as [17]

X

SiA) =

(9)
TICJUCT

We can now estimate the power required to generate a 200 V/m peak field under ideal conditions
and assuming no additional

losses.

500

50000

Frequency (MHz)

Figure

2.

Multiple predictions for the power required to generate a 200

V/m peak

Figure 2 shows an estimate of the power required to generate a 200

measurement based on 12 samples,
that all losses are
(total

due

V/m

field

electrical conductivities that are constant

to the antennas or ideal

aluminum

walls.

using 12 samples.

field

assuming a

with frequency, and

The range shown on each curve

spread of approximately 3 dB) indicates variations caused by the possible range in

conductivity for aluminum.
losses are

The range

is

small at lower frequencies (below

1

GHz), because the

dominated by the antennas and will not be strongly influenced by different wall

conductivities.

The required power can be reduced by approximately

are used rather than 12.

12

3 to

4 dB

if

1

000 samples

Most

Welds, seams,
loss

lights, apertures,

of the empty chamber. In

that

is still

and the additional contents of the chamber will

NBS Tech Note

Some of this may be

than expected.

attributable to the

10 dB) to account for these possible losses. Finally

it

is

on the chamber. The surface area of the

similar to that of the

chamber

walls.

higher
walls, but

be increased substantially

(5 to

quite possible that the test object will be

is

could be on the order 10

test object

of the chamber surface area, which should have a negligible
the test object

dB

microwave permeability of the
to

field.

increase the

all

1092, losses were approximately 5

unknown. These required powers shown may need

a significant load

V/m

underestimates the power required to generate a 200

likely, this chart grossly

effect,

%

assuming the conductivity of

However, an open support

structure

made

of steel beams could have a significant impact.

As

a final estimate, 120

chamber under
estimate

W should be sufficient to generate a 200 V/m peak

ideal assumptions

would be

closer to

and conditions from

kW. At lower

1

1

00

MHz to

A more realistic

GHz.

SPF and

We were tasked to measure the reverberation characteristics of the
is

depicted in Figure

chamber would

Due

3.

to the

exhibit specific

power

are described in section 6. 1.6.

SPF

Simple Low-Frequency Numerical Simulations for the

4,2,

that the

8

empty

frequencies there could be problems. Final

estimates are based on an experimental evaluation of the

which

1

field in the

Space Power Facility (SPF),

we were concerned
lower frequencies. To

symmetrical nature of the chamber,

modal

characteristics at

understand where the natural modes of the cavity occurred, some simple simulations were run
prior to traveling to Sandusky,

Ohio

to

measure the electromagnetic characteristics of the

chamber. These simulations were not intended to provide an accurate 3-dimensional model of
the facility but rather to simulate the possible impact of various

lower frequencies and provide some insight to

assist in

Simulations were performed with a commercial

condition

3D

was applied

to the

model and an

MHz. The model

module was added

initial

mesh was then

at

30

A boundary

The simulation was

generated.

The simulations were run

region.

MHz, 50 MHz, and

consisted of the chamber and the door buttresses, and later the Orion

to the

model.

used for the cavity walls, and

Initially a conductivity

after

some

initial

of copper, 5.8x10

the cavity to excite the fields.

MHz and 80 MHz we

At 50

looked

Siemens/m, was

measurements the cavity walls were changed

reflect the conductivity of aluminum, 3.77x 10^ Siemens/m.

50

test plan.

full-wave electromagnetic field

program and the dipole source located within the calculation

iteratively solved at a specified frequency.

80

developing a measurement

at the

The chamber geometry was developed within

simulation by use of the finite-element method.
the simulation

measurement scenarios

A

15

cm dipole was

MHz we looked at incorporating large fabric panels.

at the fields

both with and without the vehicle, and

incorporated both the vehicle and the cryoshroud into the cavity at 50

MHz.

At

finally,

we

We introduced the

vehicle and the cryoshroud to understand "hot spots" that could be generated due to the

cryoshroud' s circular geometry coupled with the circular geometry of the space vehicle. The
following sections summarize the results of these simulations.
13

to

introduced into

Figure

3.

Schematic of Space Power Facility with Orion spacecraft show n

inside.

(Drawing courtesy

of NASA)

4.2.1.

SPF Model at 30 MHz

The following model contains

the door buttresses

and

is

calculated based on a wall

7

conductivity of 5.8 x 10 Siemens/m.

400,000 tetrahedra were used
xz-axis. This axis does not
lies

in the

it.

shown

is

buttresses.

Another

distinct area

at 5.2

is

ft.)

4 where over

total E-field

field distribution

along the

about 100

m

along both the xz-axis

the axis that cuts through the middle of the

of high electric field strength

m (17

in Figure

electric field strength is seen

above the floor of the SPF chamber. By rotating Figure

which was positioned

shown

through the middle of the buttresses but

mode. The

The yz-axis

in Figure 6.

that cuts

An area of high

floor, indicating a natural resonant

and yz-axis

is

fmal calculation. Figure 5 shows the

go through the axis

along the axis perpendicular to

above the

The simulation meshing

6,

we

lies

on the yz-axis about 90

can locate the dipole antenna,

above the floor of the chamber, shown on a cut

14

m

in the xy-

4xis as

shown

in Figure 7.

This figure gives us an indication of the electric-field strength

throughout the rest of the chamber.

Figure

4.

30

MHz model showing the final adaptive mesh.
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Z

Fie1d[V/n]
1

1

3.0H99e-01
2.8593e-01
2. 8686e-81
2.47806-01

2.2874e-01

12.09686-01
1.90626-01
1.71S66-01
1.S2M96-01
1. 33H3e-01
1. 14376-01
9.53096-02
7.62476-02
5. 71856-02
3.81246-02
1.90626-02
2.00526-07

JW-

Figure

5.

Total electric-field distribution in the

SPF chamber

at

30

MHz along the xz-axis.

E F1eld[V/«i]

3.0499e-01
2.8S93e-01
2.6686e-ei
2.4780e-01
2.2874e-ei

|2.0968e-01
1.9e62e-ei
1.71S6e-01
l.S249e-01
1.3343e-ei
1.1437e-«l
9.53098-02
7.6247e-02
S.718Se-02
3.8124e-02
1.9062e-02
2.0eS2e-e7

><•-

Figure
axis.

6.

Total electric-field distribution, at 30

The

MHz,

in the

SPF chamber along

yz-axis cuts through the plane in middle of the buttresses.

16

the xz-axis

and

yz-

.

Figure

7.

The

dipole antenna

field distribution

4.2,2.

at

conductivity of aluminum.

700,000 tetrahedra.
this

shown

in the lower, right side of the

model. This

is

the total electric-

MHz.

SPF Model at 50 MHz

This model was solved

At

is

along the xz-axis and yz-axis at 30

50

The

MHz for a wall conductivity of 3.77
final adaptive

is

shown

in

Figure 8 and contains close to

A total electric-field plot along the xz-axis and yz-axis is shown in Figure 9.

frequency, more natural resonant

though the high

mesh

x 10^ Siemens/m, the

modes

electric-field levels seen in the

are set

dome

up

in the

in the

30

SPF chamber.

It

appears as

MHz model are absent at this

frequency.

During discussions about the strong modes
geometry, a suggestion was

made

done with a metallic paddle

in a reverberation

were drawn

into the

to

that

use large sheets of conductive fabric to

model suspended above

chamber. To model

the

chamber

showing how the panels are oriented with respect

To demonstrate how

could be set up in the SPF chamber due to the

to the

this,

stir

the fields, as

two conductive sheets

floor (see Figure 10); a top

chamber walls

is

shown

view

in Figure

the field distribution changes as the conductive, fabric panels

17

is

1 1

move (maybe

due

to the

presence of a large fan), the orientation of the fabric panels was changed five separate

times. Figure 12

panels and

how

shows the

five separate

models

in

they were changed to simulate the

models are shown

plots for each of these five

the fabric panels

do not break up the modes

The next thing we incorporated

into the

in

and the different orientations of the fabric

movement of the

The

field distribution

Figure 13. This simulation seems to show that

in a significant

50

fabric.

way.

MHz model was the vehicle including the

Automatic Launch Abort System (ALAS) without

their antennas.

The

structure

was modeled

with Perfect Electrical Conductors (PEC). Figure 14 and Figure 15 are field-distribution plots

showing the vehicle centered

in the

SPF chamber. Figure 14 shows

along the xz-axis and yz-axis as in Figure

9,

but the outline of the vehicle can be seen.

have been introduced along the outer edge of the vehicle due

within the cavity
fields

m from the center.

at a

would change

point

if the

away from

The purpose here was
the center of the cavity.

to

Modes

of the vehicle and

to the presence

the circular geometry of both the vehicle and the cavity. Figure 15
for the axes offset 5

the field distribution plotted

shows the

field distributions

understand the uniformity

We then wanted to know how the

vehicle were offset from the center of the cavity. This

was done

to

avoid a coaxial-type phenomenon created by the circular nature of the SPF chamber (outer
conductor) and the space vehicle (inner conductor). These plots are shown in Figure 16 and
Figure 17. Figure 16 shows the vehicle offset 5
distributions plotted

shown

on those same axes. The

in Figure 17 for the central xz-

m from the center xz- and yz-axes and the field

field distribution at the center

and yz-axes but with the vehicle

in Figure 16.

Figure

8.

50

MHz model showing the final adaptive mesh.
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of the cavity

offset

from the

is

center, as

Field[V/in]

IS.0000e4«8
1.61296*00
'(.28576*00

3.92866*00
3.S71H6*00
3.

2m3e*00

85716*00
2.50006*00
2.

2.1'»29e*00

1.78576*00
l.H286e*00
1.07146*00
It29e-01
3.57156-01
5.00006-06
7.

Figure

9.

The

dipole antenna

distribution along the xz-axis

is

in the lower, right side of the

and

yz-axis at 50

1st fabric

model. This

is

the total electric-field

MHz.

panel

Dipole
Figure 10. 50

MHz model incorporating conductive fabric sheets that would be used to stir the

modes within the SPF chamber.

19

1st

Top view showing

Figure 11.

chamber

Move

fabric panel

the placement of the conductive fabric sheets with respect to the

walls.

Move 3

1

Figure 12. Five different models showing conductive fabric panels and their movement.

20

Figure 13. Collage showing change in the field distribution plots as the conductive fabric panels move.
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E

FieldCV/n]
09806+91
2857e+00
571He+00
8572e+09
1H29C+90

4286e+00

.

7143e+00
0001c +00
28S8C+00
571SC+00
8572C+00
1429e+0e
4287C+00
1438e-01

,0000c -04

Figure 14. Total electric-field distribution plots at 50
vehicle

and

ALAS centered in the SPF chamber.

22

MHz along the xz- and yz-axis for the space

E

2

FieldCV/m]

A

1.00906+01

9.2857e*00
8.57146+00
7.8S72C+00
7.1429C+00

6.4288e+88
S.7143e+00
5.0091e+00
4.2858e+00
3.S71Se+00
2.8S72e>00
2.14296+00
1.42876+00
7.1438e-01
1.00006-04

Figure 15. Total electric-field distribution plots at 50

space vehicle and

ALAS

centered in the

MHz for offset (5 m) xz- and yz-axes for the

SPF chamber.
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Field[V/n]
1.00006+00
9.28646-01
8.57296-01
7.85936-01
7.1HS7e-01

6.43216-01
71866-01
5.00506-01
4.29146-01
3.57796-01
2.86436-01
2.15076-01
1.43716-01
7.23576-02
1.00006-03
5.

Figure 16. Total electric-field distribution plots at 50

center of the

SPF chamber.

MHz for the space vehicle offset 5 m from the

Fields are plotted along the offset xz-

24

and yz-axes.

E

FieldCV/m]
0008e+00
.28646-01
.57296-01
85936-01
14576-01
.43216-01
71866-01
.00506-01
29146-01
,57796-01
86436-01
15076-01
43716-01
23576-02
,00006-03
.

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

,

Figure 17. Total electric-field distribution plots at 50

center of the

SPF chamber.

MHz for the space vehicle offset 5 m from the

Fields are plotted along the central xz-

and yz-axes of the SPF

chamber.

4.2.3.

We

SPF Model at 80 MHz

developed another model

without the space vehicle and
space vehicle

random than

is

shown

for the

30

at

80

MHz to show the modal distribution both with and

ALAS. The modal

in Figure 18.

MHz model

SPF chamber without the
modal distribution seems to be more

distribution in the

We notice that the
and the 50 MHz model. We
25

then introduced the space

vehicle offset by 5

m from the center of the cavity and plotted the field distributions along both

the central xz- and yz-axes, as

shown

in Figure 20.

shown

We do see

from the center of the cavity

at

in Figure 19,

some high
80

and along both the

field levels

along the

offset xz-

ALAS

and yz-axes, as

for the vehicle offset

MHz.

Field[V/n]
6.

00006*00

5.5757e*00
5. 1514e*00
H.7271c*00
H.3029e*00
3. 87866*00
3.45436*00
3.03006*00
2.60576*00
2.18146*00
1.75716*00
1.33296*00
9.08576-01
4.84296-01
6.00006-02

Figure 18. Total electric-field distribution plots along the central xz-axis

dipole antenna

is

in the

same

location as for previous models.
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and

yz-axis at 80

MHz. The

E F1e1(l[V/m]

3.00006+00
2.80716+00
2.61436+00
2.42146+00
2.22866+00
2.03576+00
1.84296+00
1. 65006+00
1. 45716+00
1. 26436+00
1.07146+00
8. 78576-01
6.85716-01
4.92866-01
3.00006-01

Figure 19. Total electric-field distribution plots at 80

center of the

SPF chamber.

MHz for the space vehicle offset 5 m from the

Fields are plotted along the central xz-

27

and

yz-axes.

E Field[V/m]

3.08006+00
2.8971e+00
2.6143e400
2.421He+00
2. 2286e+00
2,03576+00
1.8H29e+00
1.65006+00

1.45716+00
1. 26436+00
1.07146+00
8. 78576-01
6.85716-01
4.92866-01
3.08006-01

Figure 20. Total electric-field distribution plots at 80

center of the

4.2.4.

SPF chamber.

50

MHz for the space vehicle offset 5 m from the

Fields are plotted along the offset xz-

and

yz-axes.

MHz model with the space vehicle installed inside cryoshroud

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) testing of the space vehicle in the

an independent measurement, but was one of four
vehicle. Other tests

cryoshroud needed

were

to

to

tests

SPF chamber was not

required for certification of the space

be conducted in and around the SPF chamber. For one of the

be installed inside the SPF chamber

to

conduct the low-temperature and

high-temperature tests to simulate the heating and cooling in space. The

28

tests,

test

coordinators

a

wanted

to install the

cryoshroud on the

attached to prior to the

EMI

tests.

The

EMI

installation

tests

train car

platform that the space vehicle would be

and then leave the vehicle and the cryoshroud

and removal of the cryoshroud

is

in place for the

a very time-consuming and

expensive operation, so the elimination of one step of this process would have benefitted

The problem

for the

EMI

testing

is

that the

cryoshroud

is

a metal object and, once again, the

introduction of this symmetrical geometry lends itself to creating natural resonant modes.

concern was that confining the fields

in this small area

NASA.

would possibly

One

create high-level fields

around the vehicle and related equipment. Several simulations were run for the cryoshroud and
vehicle combination to understand the

of the cryoshroud.

An

artist's

modal

distribution both within the cryoshroud

rendering of the cryoshroud/vehicle combinadon

is

and outside

shown

Figure 21, and a simple model, including the cryoshroud model developed by NIST,

is

in

shown

Figure 22.

IR Lamp Array
/ (14 zones)

Figure 21. Artist's rendering of the

Lamp

bottom portion of the space vehicle inside an infrared (IR)

array and the cryoshroud. (Drawing courtesy of NASA)
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in

In the first set of plots the dipole antenna remained in the

same position on

the outside of the

cryoshroud as for previous models. The

total electric-field distribution plots for the vehicle

cryoshroud centered in the SPF chamber

is

shown

in Figure 23.

A top view showing these fields

and the location of the cryoshroud, the space vehicle and the dipole antenna
24.

is

shown

We notice a modal pattern outside of the cryoshroud, but no strong modes are

the cryoshroud for the antenna located outside of the cryoshroud.

Figure 22. Simple

model of vehicle and cryoshroud

30

in

and

SPF chamber.

set

in Figure

up within

Figure 23. Total electric-field distribution plots at 50

centered in the
E

SPF chamber. The

dipole antenna

is

MHz for the vehicle inside the cryoshroud
located on the outside of the cryoshroud.

F1e1d[V/B]

8.eeeee-ei
6. 86S6e-ei
6. 3e29e-ei
S.7371e-ai

s.i7me-ai
H.6e57e-ei
<i.B<t00t-ei

3.H743e-01
2.9e8ee-ai
2.3429e-ai
1. 7771e-ai
1.211He-ei
6. 'S71e-02

8.eea8e-e3

Figure 24.

4 m.

Top view showing

The space

vehicle

is

total electric-fields within

SPF chamber and cryoshroud

the dark blue figure in the center of the cavity.

located in the upper right quadrant of the figure.
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The

at a height of

dipole antenna

is

The
as

dipole antenna

shown

in Figure 25.

distributions in Figure
central xz-

now located within the cryoshroud, to simulate an actual measurement,
If we run the model at 50 MHz, we show the different electric field

is

26

to Figure 29.

Figure 26 shows the field distribution plots along the

and yz-axes for the vehicle and cryoshroud centered

top view of this configuration.

A

top

view showing the

field distribution for the offset axes is

shown

Figure 27 shows a

field distribution for the offset

(approximately 3.8 meters along each axis) xz- and yz-axes

view of the

in the cavity.

is

shown

in Figure 28,

in Figure 29.

The modal

and a side
distribution

is

very strong both inside and outside the cryoshroud, and the modal distribution inside the

cryoshroud

may

lead to high-field levels near sensitive equipment if the cryoshroud

is left

the space vehicle.

Dipole
Dipole

Figure 25. Schematic showing the placement of the dipole antenna inside the cryoshroud.
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around

Figure 26. Total electric-field distribution at 50

MHz for the dipole located within the cryoshroud

with centered xz- and yz-axes.

Top view of the total electric-field distribution at 50 MHz
cryoshroud. The xz- and yz-axis are centered in the cavity.

Figure 27.

the

33

for the dipole located within

Dipole

Top View
Figure 28.

Top view of the total electric-field distribution at 50 MHz for the dipole located within
The xz- and yz-axis are offset 3.8 m along each axis for a total offset of 5 m from

the cryoshroud.
the center.

Figure 29. Total electric-field distribution at 50

with offset (3.8

m

)

xz-

MHz for the dipole located within the cryoshroud

and yz-axes.
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4.2.5.

The

80

MHz model with

last set

the space vehicle installed inside cryoshroud

of models was run for the dipole inside the cryoshroud

at

80

MHz.

Figure 30

shows the field distribution for the xz- and yz- axes centered in the cavity. Figure 3
32 show

the field distribution as the dipole

position

shown

in Figure 32,

space vehicle. The dipole in

we

is

moved up and down

see the high-level

this location

seems

to

modal

1

and Figure

inside the cryoshroud.

fields distributed

At

the

along the edge of the

couple well to the vehicle inside the

cryoshroud.

Figure 30. Field distribution at 80
xz-

MHz for the dipole located within the cryoshroud with centered

and yz-axes.
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Top view of the
position 1. The xz- and

MHz for the dipole located within the cryoshroud

80

Figure 31.

field distribution at

in

yz-axis are centered in the cavity.
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Top view of the
position 2. The xz- and

MHz for the dipole located within the cryoshroud

80

Figure 32.

field distribution at

in

yz-axis are centered in the cavity.
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Summary of Modelling Results

4. 2. 6.

The simple simulations presented here were
illustrated that the field

MHz to 80 MHz.
statistics at

helpful as a test plan

was being designed. They

complexity increased considerably as the frequency increased from 30

This would indicate that

30 MHz, probably due

it

be more

will

to insufficient

mode

difficult to generate

uniform

field

density at these lower frequencies.

The

simulations also indicated that large conductive curtains would be helpful in perturbing the fields
in the

chamber. However

final note

it still

on the simulations

that this structure

during an actual

is

remains a challenge to realize these structures

the effect of the cryoshroud structure

would introduce

test.

either

shadowing or

on the

field.

internal focusing that

The

in practice.

Here

may be

we

see

problematic

We recommend that this configuration be avoided if at all possible.

Instrumentation and Experiments

5.

Measurement Systems

5.1.

We had several competing goals

in evaluating the

paddle available for the evaluation, so

SPF.

we would need

We knew that there would not be a large

to rely

on frequency sampling

to evaluate

how well the SPF could perform as a reverberation chamber. But we also wanted some idea of
how the SPF would behave as a "typical" reverberation chamber, even if the paddle used was
obviously not ideal for the task. Finally, we also wanted some idea of ambient signal levels,
since
goals,
for

some preliminary

we

tests indicated possible interference

decided on three different measurement systems:

measurements

at

a large

number of frequencies but

electromagnetic field probe system to evaluate the

number of frequencies, and
ambient

field levels.

5.1.1.

(c)

SPF

from outside sources. To meet these
(a) a vector

a limited
at

an

in

more

detail

below.

(VNA) System

This system was used to measure the insertion loss

Q

(b)

an ambient field monitoring system for analyzing the long-term

Vector Network Analyzer

the

number of locations,

multiple locations but at a limited

These measurement systems are described

From this measurement,

network analyzer system

at

various locations within the

factor can be determined, thus providing an idea of

reverberation characteristics.
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SPF chamber.
its

This system consists

of: (1) a

VNA,

(2) a transmitting antenna, (3) a receiving antenna,

an interconnection between both antermas and the

VNA. The required

and

divided into three ranges to best optimize the frequency sampling of the analyzer, as

shown

These data sets were then processed over a reduced range based on the limited
bandwidth of each set of antennas. The resulting frequency bands were (1) low-band 30
to 1 GHz, (2) mid-band— 1 GHz to 18 GHz, and (3) high-band— 18 to 40 GHz.
Table

(4)

frequency coverage was
in

3.

—

We employed precision analog electro-optic

MHz

two of the required frequency bands.
These links significantly improved the performance over that of conventional microwave cables.
The optical links provided improved dynamic range and better immunity from electromagnetic
interference [18]. The links were battery-powered and enclosed in a shielded box near the
receiving antennas. This was done to minimize any EMI and to simplify antenna movement.
links to cover

coax cables of high quality were used throughout, and a LNA (low noise amplifier) was
to the upper two bands. The estimated minimum dynamic range of this system is 50 dB for
low-band, 30 dB for mid-band, and 35 dB for high-band. The configuration of the NIST

RF

added

measurement system

for these

The antennas used were

all

medium-power-handling
appropriately sized

DRG

^

.

measurements

is

shown

in Figure

33 and Figure 34.

commercially available, mechanically stable and designed for

capabilities.

For the low-frequency band, discones were used and

DRG (dual-ridged guide) horns were used for the two higher bands.

^

^

.

^7tv

Disc-cone
low-band

Mid-band

RF

optic

links

n

^
J

Fiber-optic
lines

M 4-PORT

LNA

I

T

VNA

E

c

RF

optic

links

V

Figure 33. Measurement system used below 18 GHz. Note; two bands are covered with this arrangement.
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DRG

4
D RG

Hi-band

Hi- band

\

\

V\
LNA

M 2-PORT

V

1

J

E

c
V

VNA

T

Figure 34. Measurement system used for the high frequency band (18-40 GHz).

The

heart of this system

is

commercially available

VNAs that are configured to acquire

Due to the internal hardware, a VNA is limited to a maximum number of
sweep, but we developed software that extends the number of data points to

transmission data (S21).
frequencies per

much

larger values. If more points are than allowed

by the

VNA,

the software subdivides a given

frequency range into a user-selected number of sub-bands, each containing a user-selected

number of equally divided

points. Table 4 contains a

summary of points used

for each frequency

band.

Table

4.

Summary

of Frequency Bands used.

Frequency

Start

Freq

Stop Freq

Freq step size

Band

Number of

Total pts

sub- bands

Low

500 kHz

2.3

Mid

500 kHz

18.5

High

18

GHz

40

GHz

72

GHz

GHz

kHz

72 kHz
138

Prior to connecting the cables to the antennas, a

kHz

2

32002

16

256016

10

160010

VNA calibration was performed to remove

systematic transmission effects due to cabling and the frequency and phase variations of the
optical transmission link. This procedure calibrates the system with respect to the input

transmitting and receiving antermas.
protect the

this

of the

process to

VNA from the increased signal level due to the gain in system. A direct-connect test

was performed
system

A known attenuator

(30 dB) was used during

stability

measurement and again afterwards, to check
and performance. Noise-floor data were obtained by use of a 50 ohm load

prior to the

chamber

insertion loss

instead of the transmit antenna.
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computer for subsequent data
analysis and signal processing. Insertion-loss data were obtained with the transmitting and
receiving antennas located at multiple specific locations in the SPF.

The frequency data were

digitized

5.1.2. Isotropic Electric

and transferred

Field Probe System

The measurement system we employed
components:

mounts

facilitate the

to

measure the

electric field consisted

remote data acquisition, and a shielded enclosure that includes
Each of these components was designed by NIST in an effort to

measurement of an

without disturbing the field being measured.

electric field

of the cavity being measured in

this application,

we

field

probe was a miniature

set

Due

chose to suspend the electric field

probes inside the cavity. While suspended, the probes would be

Each

of three major

electric field probes,

for each field probe.

to the size

to a laptop

moved throughout

the cavity.

of three orthogonal electrically small dipoles (either 5

cm or

mm in length depending on the frequency range).

The voltage induced by the impinging
gap of each dipole was detected using a high-impedance diode and
filter circuit. The resulting direct current voltage output of each detector was then transferred to
high-impedance digital voltmeters by a length of high-resistance line (carbon impregnated plastic
8

electric field at the center

filaments).

The

available lengths of high-resistance cables

the size of the cavity and the cable length restriction,

we

were approximately 3 meters. Given

chose to sample the field probes from

within the test cavity in the presence of the electric field being measured. This sampling

requirement forced us to design a remote data acquisition system that could sample each probe.
Figure 35 shows a photo of the complete system suspended in the cavity.
In the photo, eight probes are

mounted along

the outer ring of the suspension fixture. In addition

probes mounted on the outer ring, there

is one probe mounted on the cable that suspends
and another mounted along one of the support tubes, as shown in Figure 36, for a total
often electric field probes mounted on the suspended fixture. The location of each probe - with
respect to the mounting fixture - was fixed for the duration of the measurements. Since the SPF
is roughly cylindrical, we did not attempt to construct a Cartesian coordinate system for aligning
our probes. Instead, below 1 GHz, we attempted to align our probes such that the Z axis of each
probe was aligned vertical and parallel with the cylindrical walls, the Y axis was aligned
horizontal and tangential to the walls and PVC (polyvinyl chloride) ring, and the X axis was
aligned along the radial dimension. Above 1 GHz, the axes of the probes are not as evident, so
no attempt was made to align the probes with any specific coordinate system. However, we will
continue to refer to the X, Y, and Z components, because this is how the data are stored by the
measurement system

to the

the fixture
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Figure 35. Photo showing the three major components of the measurement system: Electric

remote data acquisition system and the probe suspension
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fixture.

field

probes,

Figure 36. Photo showing two additional probes not mounted on the outer ring of the structure.
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Figure 37. Close-up of one of the 5
center gap of the dipole.

cm

dipole probes.

The black material

is

The diode detector

is

under the small black dot

opaque epoxy covering the diode

to

at the

prevent photo effects in

the diode response.

The white

ring-like structure

PVC plastic pipe.
nylon

straps.

on which the probes are mounted is constructed of non-metaUic
is suspended (along with the enclosure) by use of the red

This plastic ring

Along

the large outer ring, probes are secured directly to the

a close-up picture of a 5

cm electric-field probe

in

its

mounting

PVC

pipe. Figure 37 is

fixture.

of Figure 35 and Figure 36 houses the Remote Data
Acquisition system designed specifically for this measurement. The enclosure is constructed of

The

silver enclosure in the centers

solid

aluminum

plates with a lid that opens for access to the equipment.

An EMI

gasket was

applied to the interface between the enclosure and lid in an effort to prevent electromagnetic

energy from entering or escaping the enclosure.

The only protrusions from

the remote data acquisition enclosure are

two

optical-fiber

bulkhead

feed-throughs that allow the probe cables to connect to the data acquisition equipment.

A fiber

optic cable also exits the box via one of the feed-throughs. The optical fiber feed-through is
designed (not by NIST) to act as a high-pass filter and prevent frequencies below the cutoff from
entering or exiting the enclosure (waveguide below cutoff). The cutoff frequency of the feed-

through used was approximately 44.2 GHz.
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Probe sampling and digitizing
system

is

is

done from within the enclosure. The remote data acquisition

designed to acquire data directly from each of the ten probes, digitize

it,

and transmit

the information (via a fiber optic cable) to a computer located outside the cavity. Figure 38

shows

a photograph

and Figure 39 shows a block diagram of the remote data-acquisition system.

This remote data-acquisition system
the system has to the outside of the

is

designed to be as self-contained as possible. The only link

chamber was a duplex

fiber-optic cable that transfers real-

time data to a laptop computer. The fiber optic data transfer
optic converter.

The converter

is

is

made

possible by a

USB to fiber

making it seem as
Power for the USB to

essentially "invisible" to the computer,

though the computer

is

fiber optic converter

comes from an appropriately

directly connected to the data-acquisition card.

filtered off-the-shelf

DC-DC

converter.

The remaining elements of the system are powered from the two 12-volt batteries installed
within the enclosure. These two batteries provide enough power to allow for more than 1 8 hours
of constant use. A simiple hot-swap circuit was installed to enable one battery to be changed at a
time without powering

down

the system. This circuit also provided short-circuit protection via a

diode. Additional short-circuit protection
the analog-to-digital converter

was obtained by using an

was dedicated

to

in-line fuse.

measuring the battery voltage

One channel of

(after the

hot-swap

circuit).

Each of the

ten probe cables passes through one of the

two

optical fiber feed-throughs

connected into a bulkhead plate mounted above the analog-to-digital converter card.

and

is

A standard

probe connector was used on one side of the bulkhead, while the other side breaks out each probe
channel into a twisted

pair.

This twisted pair consists of one signal wire and one ground wire and

runs from the bulkhead plate to the terminals of the analog-to-digital converter card. Each
twisted pair

is

wrapped around a small stack of ferrites

to reduce

any interference

that

might be

present.

The channels of each probe - three channels per probe - are connected to the analog-to-digital
converter card. The analog-to-digital converter card is configured to operate in a differential
mode where the negative side of the channel is connected to the signal ground and the positive
side

is

connected to the probe signal. Channels 2-3 1 are dedicated to sampling the probes.

When the

voltage of each probe channel

is

measured, multiple samples are taken in rapid

Each sample is immediately sent back via the fiber optic cable to the computer
outside the cavity. The number and frequency of samples is intentionally set to reduce noise
induced by 60 Hz electrical lines. The most common sampling setup is to average over five line
cycles, taking a minimum of 50 samples per line cycle. Sampling in this manner effectively
averages out most of the noise induced by 60 Hz electrical lines. If noise at other frequencies is a
problem, this sampling process may be repeated and the results averaged again.
succession.

Channel "0" of the analog-to-digital converter card is dedicated to measuring a temperature
probe. This probe monitors the ambient temperature in the enclosure. Should the temperature
change significantly (+/- 5 C) inside the box, the calibration of the analog-to-digital converter
card would become void and would have to be recalibrated.
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Figure 38. Photo showing

DAQ board and probe connections, batteries and power supplies inside the probe

electronics box.
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Ju

11

1

it

Figure 39. Conceptual block diagram of the remote data-acquisition system. Notice that the diagram
separated into equipment that

is

inside the

chamber and equipment
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that

is

outside the chamber.

is

5.1.3.

Ambient Signal Monitoring System

This system consisted of an antenna mounted on a convenient support (tripod usually) and

cormected to a spectrum analyzer that was

in turn controlled

by a laptop computer. The

initial

measurements were performed by two systems, one with a lower-frequency discone antenna
designed for 30

GHz

-18

MHz -1300 MHz,

GHz. Section

6.4

shows more

arrangement to track signals

and the concrete outer

and the other with a dual-ridged horn antenna designed
details

on

for

1

We also used this monitoring

this system.

equipment control area between the aluminum inner chamber

in the

shell during the

probe

tests

while

we were

using the high-powered

amplifiers.

Measurement Objectives

5.2.

The

were

tasks before us

chamber and

to evaluate the electromagnetic characteristics

to characterize the effects

caused by the introduction of the floor assembly of the

cryogenic shroud (cryo-floor), which was a square approximately 12

was

that the

of the SPF as an empty

m on a side.

The concern

carbon-based paint on the surface of the metal cryo-floor would electrically load the

chamber excessively. After doing a

series

chamber the cryo-floor was wheeled

of tests (described below) on the totally empty

into place at the center of the

chamber. There were more

extensive tests carried out with the cryo-floor in place, because this will be the baseline
configuration for the actual
floor during the

E3

E3

The plan

evaluation.

is

to

have the spacecraft setting on the cryo-

testing.

The process of "evaluating"
geometry suggested

that

this

chamber posed some challenging questions and

we may

hurdles.

The

see issues with whispering-gallery modes, caustics, and other

undesirable (non-uniform) characteristics in the field structure within the chamber. The size

such that

we knew that

and would

our best efforts would yield only a very sparse sampling of the volume

limit (or eliminate) our ability to

reverberation chamber.

mechanically

of the chamber dome, plus another vertical
limited to frequencies

enough

to

lift

in the fields,

below

1

8

line

to

is

done

in a typical

room-sized

vertical line to near the top

about four meters off-center. The vertical scan

GHz, because

the

pleasantly surprised to see very

based on these samples.

as

sample along a

off the floor. While this sparse sampling

we were

stir,

We were able to sample a reasonable number of positions near the floor

by use of antenna supports of various heights and

was

is

1

8-40

GHz equipment was not portable

may be

inadequate to detect fine structure

good uniformity throughout

the chamber,

We should also note that all VNA and probe measurements were

performed with no personnel

in the

chamber. The measurement equipment was controlled

remotely via fiber-optic systems or a time delay.
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There were limited options for positioning the measurement hardware

were able

to position antennas either at various positions

in this large cavity.

around the floor

at three

We

heights

m with tripods, and 2.6 m and 6 m with crank-up masts) or suspend the receiving system

(1.68

from a rope

at the center

of the chamber and scan vertically. There were more opportunities to

use the crank-up masts on the floor while the chamber was empty (section 5.2. 1 ). Once the cryofloor

was

positioned, the masts were used around the perimeter of the cryo-floor and a tripod

used on the cryo-floor
vertical scan

to prevent scratching or

system allowed us

the

dome (30+ meters above

the

NASA facility.

to position

damage

The

our receiving antennas from floor level to well into

the floor). This capability

They had fastened

to the surface (section 5.2.2).

was

was made

a high-capacity electric

possible

winch

by the personnel

at

west end

to the floor at the

of the SPF. Attached to the winch was a special synthetic rope (zero stretch) that passed through
a pulley directly above the

winch and from there

system provided a very convenient method

The

center line of the chamber.

frequency

test to

movement of the
a rope installed
centerline

electrical

to a pulley at the

to hoist

apex of the dome. This

measurement equipment

vertically

supply to the winch was removed prior to each radio-

minimize interference. The winch braking action was sufficient
load

when power was removed. An

on the southeast wall

by a few meters such

that

on the

additional feature

was

to prevent

a set of pulleys and

allowed the vertical axis to be offset from the

that a vertical scan

could be done near the projected outer

diameter of the future spacecraft. This arrangement worked quite well.

Ground Level

5.2.1.

The experiments
system
losses

to

in the

measure the insertion

loss

the vector network analyzer

between two antennas (section

were removed via a response calibration measurement

antennas

at

two

direction of the antennas.

sweep

above the

(directly connecting the

two cable

floor, typically

2.36

m and 6.0 m.

The supports held

We mounted a low-frequency (30 MHz -1300 MHz) discone at one
(1

GHz- 18 GHz) on

the entire frequency range

ports for each

The cable and system

m apart on a boom with adjustable mounts to vary the polarization and

end and a high-frequency horn
able to

5.1.1).

(VNA)

We used adjustable antenna supports (masts) to position the

different heights

two antennas about 2

VNA

Empty Chamber

empty chamber were done using

ends via a precision barrel).

the

Test points in the

up

the other.

GHz

to 18

at the

of the low-band and high-band antermas.
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With

same

this

time,

arrangement

we were

by use of one

set

of two

Figure 40.

Initial attenuation

matched and aligned

to

measurements near the center of the chamber with antennas' polarization

bore sight.
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The

initial set

of measurements was made with the antennas near the center of the chamber and

each pair polarization-matched and aligned on bore sight to maximize the direct coupling, as

shown

The schematic of the

in Figure 40.

configuration

is

used

easily be isolated

in

test positions is

shown

in Figure 41.

When this

an environment that has low to moderate Q, the direct path signal can

from the reflections by use of Fourier transforms and time-gating. This

useful to establish baseline data on the performance of the antennas.

because of the high

in this

chamber,

Q and the need for exorbitantly close frequency spacing, we were not able to

do time-gating. Hence, these
software, and get a

However

is

first

look

tests
at the

were used

to

check and adjust the system

chamber performance.

These data then became part of the

overall database for the chamber, but are not presented in this report.
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settings, verify

North

West

East

Personnel Door

and
Instrument Area

South

Figure 41. Plan view of tiie antenna positions for

R2

tlie initial tests.

(T represents the transmit

location,

Rl and

indicate the receive antenna location)

The following experiments were performed

at

two heights and

at the test locations

shown

in

Figure 42. The antennas were deliberately aligned so as to minimize any direct-path coupling,
cross-polarized and directed (in the case of the horns)

away from each

other.

With the

transmitting antenna placed in position Tl, the receiving antennas were placed in positions

through

P5 and

transmitter
at a

at

heights of both 2.36

was then moved

m and 6.0 m, for a total of 10 measurements.

The

to position T2, and the receiving antenna was placed in position

height of 6.0 m, and then to positions

additional measurements.

PI

P6 through P8 and both

The photographs

in Figure

51

P5

heights for a total of seven

43 show examples of the

test

arrangement.

North

West

East

Personnel Door

and
Instrument Area

South

Figure 42. Plan view of measurement points for the low- and mid-band frequency ranges. {Tl and T2 are
transmitting locations and Ri are receiving locations).
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t;

^^^^^1

^

.J
Figure 43.

Two

tests at the

low- and mid-band frequencies.

examples of the

test

configuration used to position the antennas during the empty

The higher-frequency band from
antennas, and supports.

The

1

8

GHz - 40 GHz

required that

optical links (see section 5.2.1)

we

chamber

use a different analyzer,

were not usable

in this

range, so the antennas were directly connected by low-loss coaxial cables about 2

frequency

m long.

This

means, of course, that the separation of the two antennas could be no more than the length of the
cables. Since the small horn antennas
direct coupling

by simply pointing

held on fiber tripods
area,

due

to the

at a

were strongly

directional,

we

could easily minimize the

the antennas in appropriate directions.

height of 2.0 m.

We were

The antennas were

able to sample the fields only in the floor

equipment constraints. Figure 44 shows the

test points (a total

of 12

configurations) chosen on the floor for this frequency band, and the photos in Figure 45

physical arrangement of the equipment and antennas.

The

show

transmitting and receiving antennas

were randomly positioned (direction and polarization) for each

test position,

with the

requirement that the antennas are generally pointing away from each other to minimize direct
coupling.
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the

North

West

East

Personnel Door

and
Instrument Area

South

Figure 44.

A plan view showing the approximate positions of the

empty chamber. {T indicates the

test point

and

18

GHz-40 GHz

test

equipment

location of the transmitting antenna, while

sequential positions of the receiving antenna.)
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R

in the

indicates

Figure 45. Photos of 18

GHz-40GHz

setup.
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5.2.2.

The

Ground Level test points

floor to the cryoshroud assembly

with Ciyoshroud Floor

was

rolled into the

SPF chamber following

the tests

described in the previous section. The photo in Figure 46 shows the cryo-floor after
positioned in the center of the chamber prior to closing the large aluminum door.
to repeat similar test points in the

chamber. However,
safety reasons

and

we

chamber with the cryo-floor

in place as

it

is

We attempted

was done

in the

empty

chose not to put the large antenna supports on top of the cryo-floor, for

to prevent

any possible damage

to the floor. Rather,

to hold the individual receiving antennas at a height

Figure 46. The cryo-floor assembly

is

positioned in

tlie

of about

center of the

1.7

we used the

fiber tripods

m above the cryo-floor deck.

SPF aluminum chamber

prior to closing

the large access door.

The cryo-floor assembly remained

more
not to

limited,
lift

possible

chamber

for all the subsequent tests.

The

first set

of

GHz-40 GHz band, because the system was still configured and
previous measurements. The test positions in the chamber for this band were

measurements was
ready from the

in the

due

in the

1

8

to the presence

of the cryo-floor assembly and the short cables.

the analyzer and other equipment onto the cryo-floor, for safety reasons

damage

to the analyzer.

The

resulting five test positions are

56

shown

We decided
and

to avoid

in Figure 47.

North

West

East

Personnel Door

and
Instrument Area

South

Figure 47. Test locations for the 18 GHz-40

GHz band with cryo-floor in the chamber.
R the location of receiving antenna)

approximate location of transmitting antenna and
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{Ti indicates

Figure 48. Photograph of 18 GHz-40

GHz band test point R5 of Figure 47.
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Figure 49. Photograph of 18 GHz-40

GHz

band

Figure 48 and Figure 49 show two of the

test point

R3

in

Figure 47.

test positions for the

1

8

GHz-40 GHz band.

We then set up the low- and mid-band system again and proceeded to rephcate as many ground
level test positions as possible. Figure
test

50 shows a schematic of the approximate locations of the

antennas in the chamber. The transmit antenna was placed in two of the six positions

marked on Figure

50,

and the receiving antennas were placed

For each receiving location measurements were made
total

of 20 floor positions around the cryo-floor.

tripods for the tests conducted

approximate locations of the

show

at

two

in

each of the other five locations.

heights: 2.36

for a

We next placed the receiving antennas on

on the cryo-floor assembly. Figure

test

m and 6.0 m,

5

1

shows a schematic of the

antennas in the chamber, and the photographs in Figure 52

a couple of different test positions at ground level with the antenna masts.

were performed for the nine configurations shown
configurations, for a total of 12 configurations.
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in Figure 5

1

Measurements

plus three repeated

North

West

East

Personnel Door

and
Instrument Area

South

Figure 50. Approximate

test locations

on the chamber floor for the low- and mid-band frequencies with the

transmit positions (7) located on the center line near the west door. Tests were also performed with the
transmit antenna located near the personnel door and the receive location (R2) near the west door.
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North

West

East

Personnel Door

and
Instrument Area

South

Figure 51. Approximate
the cryo-floor.
positions

test locations witli the individual receive

The transmit antennas were

set 6

antennas mounted on the small tripods on

m above the chamber floor near the west door.

were repeated so that both the low (<1 GHz) and mid

on the cryo-floor.
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(1

GHz-18 GHz) bands covered

These

all

positions

Figure 52. Photographs of typical transmit and receive antenna positions while testing at positions on the

chamber

floor.

5.2.3. Tests

along the vertical axis by use of the

For the vertical sampling
the RF/fiber link box.

tests, the

receive antennas were

VNA and Probe Systems

removed from

A rope-and-puUey system was used to raise

vertical centerline. Figure 53

is

the mast and placed on

and lower

this

box along the
it shows
Figure 50, and

a sample photo during the vertical sampling tests, and

box and ropes. The transmit antennas were placed at location Tl in
were moved to a fixed height. Then insertion loss data were obtained at
multiple pre-determined receive heights summarized in Table 5. When no cryo-floor was
present, we had a total of eight measurements, including one repeated measurement at 6 m. The
rope was then offset by approximately 4 m so that a series of vertical measurements could be
made above position R4 shown in Figure 42, giving four additional measurements. Once the
cryo-floor was moved into the chamber, these vertical measurements were repeated, but with
approximately twice the number of heights for a total of 1 2 measurements along the centerline
and ten measurements offset from the centerline. Similar vertical scans were performed by use
of the probe system as shown in Figure 54, although no probe measurements were made in the
empty chamber or with the rope offset from the centerline.
the antennas,

the receive antennas
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Table

5.

Measurement heights

for vertical scans.

Measurement Height Above Floor (m)

Measurement Condition
Insertion loss,

empty chamber,

centerline

Insertion loss,

empty chamber,

offset

Insertion loss, with cryo-floor, centerline

3, 6, 10, 15,

@6

3,6, 15,20
3, 6, 8, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5,

Insertion loss, with cryo-floor, centerline

Probe system

20, 25, 30, +repeat

20, 22.5, 25, 27.5, 30

3, 6, 8, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5,
6, 8, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5,

3,

20, 22.5, 24

20, 22.5, 25, 27.5, 30

Figure 53. Representative photo of the vertical scan setup.

6,

Experimental Data
measurements were performed by use of two measurement systems:
system and the isotropic field probe system. The majority of our measurements were

As discussed
the

VNA

in section 5,

performed by use of the system that could provide the most information
Vector Network Analyzer system. This system was able

between two antennas

at a large

number of frequencies

positions the transmitting and receiving antennas

to

in the shortest

time

—

the

provide measurements of coupling

(tens

of thousands) for whatever

were placed. By averaging the measurements
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over a number of frequencies,

it

was possible

to estimate the variation in coupling that

would be

expected for any pair of antennas placed in any locations in the chamber. This approach allowed
us to gather a large quantity of data in a short period and was used to generate the vast majority

of data described in

this report.

measurements of field

at

a large

However,

number of locations

locations of test devices). For these

much slower

This system was
(a)

approximate

system was not well equipped

this

field levels for a

(especially in and around the expected

measurements we used the isotropic

than the

to provide

field

probe system.

VNA system and was therefore used only for evaluating

given input power, (b) field uniformity, and

(c) the suitability

of using the SPF as a reverberation chamber as described by measurement standards [4] [6]. These

measurements required the use of a paddle
least the smallest

that, ideally,

dimension of the chamber

[14].

should have been large relative to

Unfortunately,

we

also

needed a paddle

at

that

could be easily shipped, and our resulting paddle had a diameter of approximately 1.4 m. The
paddle used for these measurements
insufficient, given the size

antenna into the paddle,

is

shown

in Figure 54. This

of the chamber. However,

we

we hoped that by

directing the transmitting

could approximate the effect of moving the transmitting antenna to

multiple locations. While this approach will not indicate

given a large paddle,

paddle was obviously

we hoped

that the results

how

well this chamber can perform

would be good enough

measurements based on reverberation chamber standards
positions. For this purpose, a minimalistic paddle

Figure 54. Paddle used for probe system measurements.
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to

that require a

may be

sufficient.

compare

to

minimum of 12 paddle

Basic

6.1.

Our

basic

VNA Measurement Approach

measurement approach using a

VNA was similar to that given in [14], with two

exceptions: the optical link used in these measurements allowed measurement of the

transmission coefficient
coefficient

5'i2

were not

5'2i

only (reflection coefficients

available),

5'ii

and

5*22

and samples were taken as a function of frequency rather than

paddle position. The lack of the reverse transmission coefficient

and

521

and the reverse transmission

is

not a problem, because

5'i2

should be the same [14], but the missing reflection coefficients require some additional

measurements and processing, as described below. Regarding the use of frequency sampling, as
long as the chamber characteristics are relatively

bandwidth of a mode

in the

chamber

is

narrow

flat

over the averaging bandwidth and the

relative to the frequency spacing

measurement system, the two approaches should give similar
refer to

15211^

as the insertion loss

results.

of the

For simplicity,

we

will

measured between the input port of the transmitting antenna

and the output port of the receiving antenna.

To

illustrate

the

first set

Tl

at a

data were processed,

of low-frequency data described

we

in Figure 42,

at all

results

approximately

example

at

at

for

point

a height of 2.36 m. Processing

other locations, configurations, and frequencies were identical, except as noted.

we
1

will present a detailed

with the transmitting antenna

height of 6 m, and the receiving antenna at point PI

procedures

For the

how measured

present below,

MHz. To

we

averaged over 141 points, or an averaging bandwidth of

estimate the average insertion loss at a given frequency,

the value at that frequency with the 70 points

frequency sweep, along with

its

141 point

below and above.

moving average,
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is

An example

shown

we

of a single

in Figure 55.

average

20

I
10

i

600

1600

1000

800

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 55.

Raw low-band frequency

Chamber responses

sweep along with 141 point (10

are typically

smooth with frequency, so the large

and the smaller fluctuations from 300

MHz, and from

1

GHz to

1

.

1

GHz

are

in

shown

in Figure 56.

roll-off below

1

00

most

poor impedance-matching of the

likely

due

to

The

MHz to 600 MHz, near 650

reflection coefficients of both

were evaluated on the NIST Open Area Test

The measured

reflection coefficient

is

Site,

frequencies (details provided

Since

we

antennas,

below 70 MHz, and uncertainties

SPF and not

we

in [14].

receiving antennas, ^i

i

is

be large for these

later).

are interested in the characteristics of the

correct for the

will

and a

high (greater than 0.2)

each of the frequency ranges described above, as expected. The reflection coefficient

especially high (greater than 0.9)

MHz

from 450

the transmitting and receiving antennas
is

average.

MHz to 400 MHz,

transmitting and/or receiving antennas at these frequencies.

typical result

MHz) moving

mismatch as was done

was measured and a correction

the combination of

For both the transmitting and

factor of

j

1-5,
applied for each antenna.
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SPF and our

was computed and

Figure 56. Typical reflection coefflcient for low-frequency antennas.

Figure 57 shows the same data from Figure 55 but with mismatch correction factors applied.
Overall the data appear better behaved, with the exception of the apparent gain below 40

This

is

caused by very large reflection coefficients (near unity) that result in very large correction

The same data

factors.

scale

is

MHz.

useful

averaging

is

when

are also presented

presenting data up to 40

GHz.

In this figure

it is

in Figure 58.

matched antennas, and

averaging bandwidth. For these reasons,

we

will focus

Such a

apparent that frequency

not very useful at low frequencies, where there are multiple problems: low

density, large corrections due to poorly

70 MHz.

on a logarithmic frequency scale

mode

large variations over the

on the behavior of the SPF above

A more thorough investigation using antennas designed for lower frequencies and

large paddles

is

recommended

to

determine the behavior of the
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SPF below 70 MHz.

-

Raw Insertion Loss (dB)

-lOMHzFirter

-80

200

400

600

800

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 57, Insertion loss corrected for antenna mismatclies.
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Figure 58. Corrected insertion loss with frequency on a logarithmic scale.

6.1.1.

Low-band Results

There were a

total

of 29 measurements

measurements combined) performed

( 1

7 floor, 8 center vertical, and 4 offset vertical

in the

empty SPF, and these

are

summarized

in Figure 59.

Figure 60 summarizes the 54 measurements (20 floor, 12 on the cryo-floor, 12 center vertical,

and 10 offset

vertical) with the cryo-floor present.

The

overall agreement

expected, with a standard deviation of approximately 0.4 dB, which

would expect from an

ideal

chamber with 141 samples, which
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is

is

is

much

better than

very close to what

approximately 0.36 dB.

we

Measured Data
Estimated Response

-10

-15

-20

-

(A

O
_l

-25

C
o
-30

-

0)

c
-35

-40

-45

-

-50
10

100

1000

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 59. Frequency-averaged results from 29 measurements in the empty SPF, and the average of all

measurements, which gives the estimated response of the chamber.
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Figure 60. Frequency-averaged results from 54 measurements in the
of

ail

SPF with

the cryo-floor, and the average

measurements, which gives the estimated response of the chamber.

6.1.2.

Mid-band Results and Anomalies

Data between

1

GHz and

1

8

GHz were processed in a manner similar to

that applied to the low-

frequency data. Unfortunately, the high-frequency system (including cables, attenuators,
connectors, and optical links)

few occasions,

we found that
were most
in the

SPF.

after a

A

measurement

a connector

likely

was much more

was

As

a result, there are a small

a

was completed,

number of anomalies

that

caused by loose connectors, but could possibly indicate positional dependencies

summary of our measured

have unusual results between 8
SPF.

(or worse, after a series of measurements)

loose.

On

sensitive to proper connection procedures.

GHz

results

is

shown

and 12 GHz, were

in Figure 61.

all

The green

curves,

which

taken on a single vertical scan of the

A cross check before the vertical scan showed a good connection, but after the scan a

second cross check showed a questionable connection, so most likely there was a loose
connector during the entire vertical scan. The blue curve indicates a single anomalous result
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between
appear
is

1.4

be

to

GHz and
fine.

As

1.6

GHz. Measurements before and

a result,

we have no

after the questionable

explanation for the observed behavior, but

not a characteristic of the SPF. Finally, between 16

GHz and

18

GHz,

of the insertion-loss measurements. This appears to be related

fall in all

mismatch correction

factor that

explainable based on what
artifact is a characteristic

the behavior of the

SPF

measurement

was applied

we know of large

to the

measured

data,

and

is

there

is

we

think

it

a small rise and

to characteristics

of the

not typical or

conductive cavities. Therefore

of our measurement system and not the SPF. As a

we assume that this
result, we estimate

as a straight line in this region, with endpoints determined

by data

at

higher and lower frequencies.
-20 1

Oddity

i;i

Oddities J2

Measured Data
Estimated Response
-30

w
w
o
-J

floor_2_Ft7_hl

No

-40

c
o

explanation.

Possibly a loose connector?
Possibly a

chamber effect?

Cata taken before and after

<U
0)

were

-45

fine.

c
-50

-

Vertical Scans

Cad connection?

Through measurement

was good before
set

this

and bad afterwards

-60

5000

500

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 61. Frequency-averaged results from 29 measurements in the empty SPF, including anomalies, and
the average of

all

"good" measurements.

Figure 62 shows measured results with the cryofloor in the SPF. Out of 54 measurements, only

one showed anomalous behavior (curve shown

in green),

and

this

one measurement was the

last

measurement, taken on a Saturday afternoon. This unusual behavior shows a higher response
(less loss)

apparent

and

loss.

is

not consistent with a connector problem, which typically results in higher

However, given when the anomalous measurement was taken, we assume

unusual results are due to

human

error

and are not representative of the SPF.
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that the

Again, consistency in the curves shown in both Figure 61 and Figure 62 (ignoring the anomalies)
is

much

better than expected, with a standard deviation of approximately 0.4

dB

to 0.45

dB.

-20 t

Oddity #3

Measured Data
Estimated Response

CD

•^

M
o
(/>

-I

c rYO_l_12

c

m_SW_lo

Lastmeas on a Saturday

.0
VP

No explanation

k_
(U

Direct coupling?

(/)

c

5000

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 62. Frequency-averaged results from 54 measurements in the

SPF

with the cryo-floor, including

anomaly, and the average of all "good" measurements.

Due

to the

additional

6.1.3.

Above

1

Only 12

somewhat unorthodox methods used
measurements be performed

in

processing these data,

we recommend

to definitively rule out or verify the

that

anomalous behavior.

High Frequency Results and Anomalies

GHz, measurements were both more complicated and significantly more limited.
locations were evaluated in the empty SPF, shown in Figure 63, and 5 locations with

8

cryo-floor located in the SPF,

shown

in Figure 64.

These figures are plotted on a logarithmic

frequency scale to be consistent with previous figures. Unfortunately, since these frequencies
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the

span slightly more than one octave, the logarithmic spacing results in large "blank areas." These

blank areas become less significant
In every

measurement shown

between 32

GHz

in

when

the full spectrum of measured frequencies

both Figure 63 and Figure 64, there

presented.

an unexpected dropout

and 35 GHz. Subsequent analysis revealed the same behavior when the

antennas are directed

at

each other, in both the SPF and an anechoic chamber. Reflection

do not indicate poor matching characteristics

characteristics

is

is

at

The evidence

these frequencies.

measurements must have lossy characteristics

indicates that the antennas used in these

at these

frequencies, and the observed dropouts are indicative of antenna imperfections and not

imperfections in the SPF.

Once

the cryo-floor

was placed

in the

SPF, one of the five measurements made, shown in green

dB

or more) from any of the other

in Figure 64, is

obviously and significantly different (3

measurements.

We assume this was the result of a mechanical problem (cable, connector,

instrumentation) and therefore disregard this measurement entirely.
In addition, there are anomalies

on the

later

between

1

8

1

GHz to

18

GHz, we

in place.

Given the

relatively

good

think that the observed anomalies are due once again to

cable and connector issues. However, since
it

and 20 GHz. These were much more evident

measurements made when the cryo-floor was

behavior from

SPF,

GHz

we have done no

additional measurements in the

remains possible that the variations are indicative of some spatial non-uniformity in the

SPF.
In both Figure 63
characteristics

and Figure 64, the red curve indicates our best estimate of the insertion

loss

of the SPF based on measurements, experience, and in some cases educated

guesses (removing trends that seemed unexpected or inconsistent). Further measurements should

be performed to validate or

The agreement between
that

observed

at

reftite

these assumptions.

the 12 curves in Figure 63, ignoring obvious anomalies,

lower frequencies, but the standard deviation

black curves in Figure 64, agreement
standard deviation

is

is

is still

is

less than 0.6

not as good as

dB. For the 4

somewhat worse. Ignoring

the data

below 20 GHz, the

dB

near 25

GHz and above

typically around 0.5 dB, but approaches

38 GHz.
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Figure 63, Frequency-averaged results from 12 measurements in the empty SPF, including anomalies, and an
estimated

SPF

behavior.
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Figure 64. Frequency-averaged results from five measurements in the
anomalies, and an estimated

6.1.4.

Over

SPF

SPF

witli the cryo-floor, including

behavior.

Overall Summary

the entire frequency range, the overall uniformity

significantly better than expected, with variations
ideal chamber.

The multiple anomalies are

from location

to location

was

on the order of what we would expect from an

and we strongly recommend

troubling,

additional measurements to either confirm or refute our assumption that any measured
results that are significantly different

from others are

in fact

anomalies and not due to the

SPF.

We combined results from each frequency band to obtain an overall estimate of the insertion loss
of the SPF from 70 MHz to 40 GHz, as shown in Figure 65. This figure shows disagreement
between the low-band and mid-band measurements
antennas out of their
light curves)

recommended frequency

that

can be traced to using the measurement

ranges. Figure 65 also

shows

original data (broad

and our estimated corrected or "cleansed" data (narrower and darker curves).

then selected the data from each band that

we

We

considered to be most reliable to generate a single
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The

estimate of the insertion loss over the entire frequency range.

and the SPF with the cryo-floor

chamber response
less than 2

is

in place is

discussed in section

shown

7,

in Figure 66.

result for both the

The uncertainty

is

empty SPF

the estimated

and our standard uncertainties are evaluated

dB. This estimated uncertainty should apply to

all

to

of the subsequent quantities

derived from estimates of the insertion loss.

Original L<n«bafid EstJmate

Qeaised Lowband
Ori^nal Mdband Estimate

deaised Mdband
Ori^nal Highband Estinde

Qeaised If ghband

Estimated based
on expectations.

50

500

5000

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 65. Combined estimated chamber insertion

loss.
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Figure 66. Final estimated insertion loss for the SPF, both with and without the cryo-floor.

The
is

difference in insertion loss estimates of the

surprisingly small (generally less than

1

SPF with and without

dB, and always

structure covered in a black, high-carbon paint, so

However, the cryo-floor

is

less

we were

than

1

the cryo-floor (Figure 67)

.25 dB).

It is

a large

expecting substantially more

loss.

small relative to the overall size of the SPF, and evidently results in

only a small perturbation.
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Figure 67. Estimated loading due to placement of the cryo-floor in the SPF.

Finally,

we

plot the variability of all of the frequency-averaged

VNA system in Figure 68.
different locations in the
characteristic

This

is

chamber

of this chart

is

measurements we made with the

the standard deviation of all measurements performed at
(after

removing anomalous

results).

The most impressive

that the standard deviation is very close to the theoretical limit for

an average of 141 samples for most of the measured frequency range. The data above 18
are noticeably higher

due

and noisier than those

to higher uncertainties associated

at

lower frequencies. The higher level

is

most

More measurements would have reduced

variability

would have remained

likely

with the high-frequency measurement system. The data

appear to be noisier because far fewer measurements were made using the high-frequency
system.

GHz

the same.
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Figure 68. Spatial uniformity of frequency-averaged insertion loss measurements.

6.1.5.

Derived Quantities

Once we have an estimate of the

we

many other
parameters [14]. All parameters estimated here are based on measurements made with the cryofloor present in the SPF. For example, the quality factor Q can be estimated from the loss L as

Q=

16;r'F

L

,

where

insertion loss of the chamber,

V is the volume of the SPF and

A'

shown

in Figure 69.

80

A, is

can estimate

the wavelength.

Our estimated

Q is

1000000

1000

50000

5000

500

50

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 69. Estimated quality factor of the SPF.

From Q, many

other quantities can be estimated.

referred to as the "ring time," can be estimated

The exponential decay time

from

^ as

r

=

—

,

where

co is

r,

sometimes

the radian

CO

frequency.

The estimated decay time

typical for frequencies over

make pulsed

is

shown

in Figure 70.

200 MHz, with ring times of 20

Ring times
)is

from

1

in excess

GHz to

rf testing complicated, especially for short pulses with durations

ring time or less, and will require further investigation.
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7

of 10

|is

are

GHz. This

will

on the order of the

50000

5000

500

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 70. Estimated decay time of the SPF.

We can also estimate the "bandwidth" 5^ of individual modes in the
taken as a function of frequency were taken

at

25 kHz, which

is

is

shown

in Figure 7

to verify that

samples

an interval large enough for the samples to be

roughly independent. The bandwidth can be estimated as

The estimated bandwidth

SPF

1

.

BW = —/

In general, the

well below the frequency step size of 75

82

,

where/is the

mode bandwidth

kHz used

in the

fi*equency.

is

narrower than

VNA measurements.

50000

5000

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 71. Estimated

mode bandwidth.

6.1.6. Electric

Fields

We can also use the estimates of the SPF
generated for a given input power

As mentioned

field level.

we

whether

insertion loss to predict either the fields that can be

or, alternatively, the

in section 4.1, there

power required

to generate a particular

can be some ambiguity here depending on

are referring to the total electric field or a Cartesian

component of the

electric field,

the average field, or the expected peak field (and the expected peak field depends on the

of samples or paddle positions used during the
results for

both expected peak

total field

minimum number of required paddle

test).

For

this section

of the paper,

and expected peak Cartesian

field

we

number

will give

based on the typical

positions given in reverberation-chamber standards, or 12

samples. Note, however, that higher expected peak field levels are possible for the same input

power

To

if

more samples

begin,

we

are used or assumed.

estimate the average fields generated assuming an incident

insertion loss L.

The mean Cartesian or rectangular
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field

(|^^|)

power of

1

can be estimated as

W and an

Eif\)

-

—
Att

yfSTrL

IW

and the mean

,

total field

(\Ef\j

can be estimated as

A
(JE-pU

=

—
8

(l-^^l)

With 12 samples,
average Cartesian
average
the

peak

the

field for

V/m in Figure

IW

[14],

,

peak Cartesian

field,

and the

total field; these

desired peak field

30

yl^Td.

and our estimates are shown

in Figure 72.

2/1

total field is a factor

estimated peak fields are

an input power of

Ed

as

field is a factor

P = i—j

1

of approximately

shown

1.5

in Figure 73.

can determine power

higher than the

Given an estimate

P required to

and we plot the estimated required power

,

74 and for a peak

W, we

of approximately 1.9 higher than the

field

of 200

V/m in Figure

estabhsh a

for a field of

75.

Average Rectangular

Average

50

5000

500

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 72. Estimated average

field for 1

W input power.
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Total Field for 1

W input
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50000
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iZ
(D

O.

5000

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 73. Estimated peak

field for 12

samples and

1

W input power.
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Figure 74. Estimated power required for 30

V/m

field

assuming 12 samples.
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Figure 75. Estimated power required for 200

6.2.

field

assuming 12 samples.

Basic Probe System Measurement Results

The probe system was used
spacecraft.

V/m

to evaluate the fields in

and around the expected volume of possible

The measurements were performed by placing

ten probes

on a

circular structure,

and

then taking measurements with the structure placed at thirteen different elevations. The purpose

of the measurements was to give an approximate evaluation of the

and

to

compare the

[4] [6].

To balance

uncertainties
at 12

of the SPF,

results against those described in typical reverberation-chamber standards

out the competing goals of sampling over a large volume and reducing

by using a

large

paddle positions, which

well enough, then

field uniformity

all

number of paddle
is

the

measurements

positions,

we

minimum allowed by the
will

chose to perform

all

measurements

standards (if a chamber performs

be performed using the

minimum number of paddle

positions). In general,

approximate uncertainty bounds in decibels for a given number of samples

A^^can be estimated as

U^^ a 10 log 1±

1

For Small
yfN^

87

A^,

the upper

and lower bounds of U^g

^

f

be asymmetric and

will

an upper bound of

1

.

1

dB and

a lower

paddle, and only 12 samples, the best
1.3

dB (halfway between

dB and

1.1

bound of

we
1.5

given the paddle used to perturb the

this

For example, for A^=

difficult to discuss.

.5

1

field.

we

is

(probe

we

tests,

expect the results to be

encountered two significant problems.

halfway through the evaluation. Therefore,

between

To
at

GHz

1

illustrate the

IX

that

1

GHz

were taken

processing used to evaluate the probe data,

we

dB

or greater.

are not included in any

we have measurements

and 2 GHz, and the measurements

an elevation of 3

than

X axis of one of our probes

First, the

Second, the amplifier used for measurements between

analysis.

much worse

We are therefore unlikely to detect small non-

did not function, and therefore readings from probe

1)

with

a standard deviation of approximately

uniformities. Note, however, that standards allow a standard deviation of 3

During the

^

dB. Assuming a perfect chamber, perfect

can hope for
dB), and

1

Uj^ « lOlog 1±—

12,

at

and 2

failed

only seven elevations

in this

will

GHz

range are questionable.

examine measurements made

m in great detail, and then summarize the results obtained at each of the other

elevations.

we had 29

For a given elevation, and for each probe axis (of which

measurements

at

valid axes),

we have

12 different paddle positions, and the fields can be quite different at each of

those paddle positions (a factor of 10 or more). Rather than plot measured field
position for each probe axis (108 points per frequency per elevation can get a

we

at

each paddle

little

confusing),

maximum field measured on each probe axis. This still
and 29 maximum points per frequency, which results in charts that

instead examine the average and

results in

29 average points

are less cluttered than charts

showing

1

08 points per frequency.

Reverberation chamber standards

[4] [6] are

measured of all paddle

These peak

than average results, so

positions.

we

focused primarily on the peak or
results tend to

power of

1

W. The

chart also

shows the average

measurements. Since the Cartesian
field

field ideally

should have a standard deviation that

over 12 paddle positions should reduce
that

is

%

about 14

is

this

field,

(red)

measured

field.

each normalized to a constant incident

and standard deviation of the 29

has a Rayleigh distribution [14], the unaveraged

approximately half of the

by a

field

have higher associated uncertainties

will instead begin our analysis with the average

Figure 76 shows the 29 measurements of average

maximum

factor of

Vn

mean

field,

and averaging

« 3.46, for a standard deviation

% of the average field. The observed standard deviation in the range of 30 % to

we would expect from an ideal chamber, which is
disappointing, given the nearly ideal results we observed using the VNA measurement system.
This indicates that the small paddle we used for the evaluation was inadequate for the SPF, as
50

is

obviously

much

larger than

expected, and does not give ideal results.

88

The

results

can be further simpHfied by separating them by probe axis, that

is,

group the nine X-

axis measurements together, the ten Y-axis measurements together, and the ten Z-axis

measurements together. Rather than show these individual curves, we
(essentially an average over location

will

show

the average

of results that are already averaged over paddle position)

and standard deviation (essentially the standard deviation over location of results
averaged over paddle position) of each group, as shown

in Figure 77.

The

that are already

results are generally

clustered together, but the Y-axis averages appear to have readings that are significantly higher

than the rest

at

250 MHz, 1.18 GHz, 1.55 GHz, and 2.4 GHz. Also,

few apparently
axis data near 3

large values, especially for the X-axis data near

GHz, and

the Z-axis data near 5

650

the standard deviation has a

MHz and 3.4 GHz, the Y-

GHz.

standard deviation of

over

all

field

paddle positions and

probe axes.

50000

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 76. Average measured Cartesian

field

on 29

average of all 29 black curves, and the green curve

field
is

probes for an elevation of 3 m. The red curve

the standard deviation of

89

all

29 black curves.
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Figure 77. Average X, Y, and
for an elevation of 3

to

components (upper black curves), along with the overall average

field

results

compare them with

is

also

shown.

do not compare favorably with those for an
limits given in the standards.

procedures given in the standards.

To do

this,

Similarly, standard deviations are denoted as ax,

deviation" as

o-^g

and standard deviations. These
general, the

dB

chamber,

it

is

interesting

roughly follow the evaluation

We take all of our data at each frequency and create four

regard to the axis. The means of these sets are denoted as

"dB standard

ideal

we

subgroups: the X-axis data, the Y-axis data, the Z-axis data, and

a

(red),

m. The standard deviation of the components (lower black curves) and the overall

standard deviation (green)

Although these

Z

= 20 log

1

+

—

,

results are then

o'y, (Xz,

all

of the data combined without

/ux, juy, juz,

and

(Tau,

and /uaw, respectively.

which

are then used to

compute

where ju and a are any matched pair of means

compared

standard deviation must be below 3

dB

to a limit specified

for all frequencies

by the standard. In

above 400 MHz,

below 4 dB or 6 dB (depending on the standard) from the lowest operating frequency

to

100

MHz, and transitioning linearly (whatever that means on a dB scale) between 1 00 MHz and 400
MHz. Results for average measured field for an elevation of 3 m are shown in Figure 78.
Results are above the limit at several frequencies. This typically indicates that performance will

be much worse for measures of the

maximum

field,

90

which we

will

examine

next.

Figure 78. Standard deviation (dB) of the X, Y, and
for

Z components,

both combined (red) and separate (black)

an elevation of 3 m.

Figure 79 shows the 29 measurements of average

power of

W. The

1

chart also

shows the average

field,

(red)

and standard deviation of the 29

measurements. The standard deviation for the maxima

around 25

% to 40 % of the peak field.

approximately 20 %.

X

components combined, and the
deviation as

was done

only one point on

this chart

components,

results are

Y

we

we would

next compute the average and standard

components, and

shown

by only

few tenths of a dB,

in Figure 80.

GHz. Since only one point exceeded

Z

components, and

Computing

shown

this

the limits,

and

chamber would have passed the

the

dB

in Figure 8

1

all

of the

standard
.

Remarkably,

X component

that point

exceeded the

limit

calibration requirements of a

chamber based on both DO- 160 and lEC 61000-4-21, despite our extremely small

paddle and the apparently poor performance of the average

field.

Since the peak field in an ideal

chamber always has higher uncertainty than a corresponding average
relationship to be present for a non-ideal

we have no

expect variations of

exceeds the hmit: the standard deviation of the

at 3.4

reverberation

similar to that for the averages at

for the average field gives us the results

measured
a

is

For an ideal chamber

Refining the results somewhat,

deviation of the group of peak

each normalized to a constant incident

chamber such

explanation for this result.
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field,

we

expected

this

as this one with a small paddle. Again,
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Figure 79. Average peak measured Cartesian

field

on 29

the average of all 29 black curves, and the green curve

is
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field

probes for an elevafion of 3 m. The red curve

the standard deviation of

all

29 black curves.
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Figure 80. Average peak X, Y, and
(red), for

Z field components

(upper black curves), along with the overall average
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standard deviation (green) are also shown.
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Figure 81. Standard deviation (dB) of the peak X, Y, and
(black) for an elevation of 3

In addition to the Cartesian

components of the

each of the nine vahd probes (excluding probe
are

summarized

measured

in the

locations.
ideal

Z

in the charts

field,
1,

we

also evaluated the total electric field for

which had a

we would

expect a

dB

total field is

Again, the

dB

These

results

total field

shown

in Figure 83.

For an

standard deviation of approximately 0.4 dB. Figure 84

total field

measured

in the

the standard deviation over the nine locations. Figure 85
total field,

X channel).

SPF, as well as the overall average, and the standard deviation over the nine

shows the normalized average

peak

faulty

below. Figure 82 shows the normalized average

The dB standard deviation of the average

chamber,

components, both combined (red) and separate

m.

which can be compared

to a

dB

SPF, as well as the overall average, and

shows the dB standard deviation of the

standard deviation of approximately 0.5 dB.

standard deviation of the peak total field

the average field.

94

is less

than the

dB

standard deviation of

Figure 82. Average measured total

field

on nine

field

average of all nine black curves, and the green curve

probes for an elevation of 3 m. The red curve
is

the standard deviation of

95

all

is

the

nine black curves.

Figure 83. Standard deviation (dB) of the average total

field for

96

an elevation of 3 m.

Figure 84. Peak measured total

field

on nine

of all nine black curves, and the green curve

field
is

probes for an elevation of 3 m. The red curve

the standard deviation of

97

all

nine black curves.
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Figure 85. Standard deviation (dB) of the peak total

an elevation of 3 m.

field for

Similar analyses were performed at each of the 12 elevations (each elevation

was roughly

equivalent to performing a full chamber evaluation according to the standards). There

nothing

at

from the 3
results

the

m elevation.

In

all

that

was

cases, the

significantly different

mean and peak

were reasonable, given our minimal paddle.

peak

shown

any of the elevations

field, similar to

in Figure 86.

what was done

peak

for Figure 8

field.

from what we have presented

showed

large variability, but all

We evaluated the dB
1

Given the small paddle and high

similarly poor performance in the

fields

,

was

for each elevation,
variability in the

standard deviation of

and the

mean

results are

field,

we expected

However, the chamber would have passed or

nearly passed the standard evaluation procedures at every elevation. Frequencies near 500

seemed

to

be problematic, especially

the increased distance

SPF. Most

at

higher elevations above 20 m. This might be caused by

from the paddle, or possibly by approaching the dome

likely, those points that

MHz

exceed the

limit

larger paddle.

98

would

likely

at the top

of the

be greatly improved by using a
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Figure 86. Standard deviation (dB) of peali
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field for

each elevation.
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We next computed some overall estimates for the average Cartesian field, average total field,
peak Cartesian
explanation

field,

and peak

unfortunately cumbersome.

is

average Cartesian

field.

chamber. The concept

total field, in the

is

straightforward, but the

We begin with a description of how we computed the

For each elevation,

we computed the

field

measured on each probe axis

averaged over 12 paddle positions to give us 29 measurements of average Cartesian

shown

in Figure 76.

We then computed the average

field, as

was

of those 29 measurements, as was done to

generate the red curve in Figure 76. This gave us the field averaged over paddle position,
polarization,

and location on our probe suspension

performed measurements

at

1

2 different elevations,

the average field measured at that elevation.
since the

1

fixture, for

GHz-2 GHz amp died

each elevation. Since

we now have

1

2 curves, each representing

We then averaged those

for elevations

we

12 curves (well, actually,

above 17.5 m, data between

1

GHz and 2 GHz

were averaged over only seven curves). The individual elevation averages are shown as the
lower black curves in Figure 87, and the overall average Cartesian field

A similar procedure was used to give an overall average total field.
measured the

total field

on nine probes

of the average

total field, as

nine curves as

was done

was shown

at

is

shown

in red.

For each elevation,

we

each of 1 2 paddle positions to give nine measurements

in Figure 82.

to generate the red

We then computed the average of those

curve shown in Figure 82. This was done

the 12 elevations giving us the 12 upper black curves in Figure 87.

at

each of

The average of those 12

curves gives us the upper red curve in Figure 87.

The

results

shown

in

shown

in Figure

87 can be compared to the predictions based on

Figure 72, and the agreement

measurement uncertainty. These

is

results

VNA measurements

encouraging, generally agreeing within our

can be used to establish power requirements for any

desired field levels.
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Figure 87. Average

field

measured

at

each elevation (black) and the overall average (red) for Cartesian and

total field.

The procedure
field

for the

maximum

fields

was

similar, but

we

first

computed

the

peak measured

over the 12 paddle positions, and then averaged these peak measurements. Notice

we

did

not determine the peak over polarization, location, or elevation. .only over paddle position.
.

Results for the average peak Cartesian field for each elevation are

curve in Figure 88, and the overall average peak field

upper black curve shows the average peak
average peak

total field,

is

shown

shown

as the

as the lower red curve.

in

The

and the upper red curve shows the overall

total field.

Again, the results shown in Figure 88 are consistent to predictions based on

and shown

lower black

Figure 73 to within our measurement uncertainty.

101

VNA measurements

.

Figure 88. Average peak

and

field

measured

at

each elevation (black) and the overall average (red) for Cartesian

total field.

6.3.

Chamber Shielding

Since the SPF was not designed to be an electromagnetic

test facility,

we

did not expect

it

to

demonstrate exceptional shielding. Even though most suspected leakage points were covered
with conductive sheets (Figure 89), there was only so

much

that could

be done. One of the

expected weak points was the personnel door (Figure 90), which was made of wood and
polystyrene foam board covered with aluminum

foil.

A detailed shielding evaluation would generally be performed by placing a source inside the
and then moving a receiving antenna

Given the limited time we had

to multiple locations

anteroom several
large

West

feet

door, as

away but

shown

around the exterior of the chamber.

for the full evaluation of the

on expected leakage paths and simplicity of setup:

SPF,

we

chose three locations based

directly outside the personnel door, in an

directly in front of the personnel door,

in Figure 9 1

102

SPF

and directly

in front

of the

Figure 89. Covering probable leakage points.

Figure 90. Personnel door

made

of foil-covered polystyrene foam.

103

Approximate
Inside Surface

of
Outer Shell

R2
Ante-room

Figure 91. Measurement locations for the shielding

Our measurement system was
was passed under
test locations

VNA system described in section 5.1.1, but the optical cable

the

the personnel door, and the receiving antenna system

outside the chamber.

The frequency averaged coupling
(inside to inside)

tests.

at the desired

A mechanical paddle was not used for these measurements.

(inside to outside)

was compared

between the transmitting and receiving systems.

the estimated shielding of the SPF.

was placed

to the

average coupling

We defined the difference as

The horn of the mid-band receiving system was

towards the SPF during the measurements outside the personnel door (Rl

104

directed

in figure 92)

and

in the

anteroom (R2

in figure 92).

Near the west door (R3), we assumed

sohd aluminum, would not radiate much, and
seams. Since

random

we

itself,

being

most of the radiation would originate from the

that

could not selectively evaluate individual seams, the antenna was given some

orientation.

The estimated shielding using
this shielding is plotted

shielding

we

the system.

measurement system

the low-band

on a positive decibel

As

is

shown

is

received outside of the

SPF

shielding of approximately 35

approximately 40 to 45

was

results essentially

away from

Since

maximum

governed by the noise floor of

a result, the noise floor of our system actually corresponds to a "noise ceiling" on

A shielding of dB

corresponds to the same received power

measured both inside and outside of the SPF, and high shielding indicates

shielding. This

in Figure 92.

scale, the highest red curve indicates the

can determine with our measurement system, and

our ability to measure shielding.

is

door

that the

than inside. Directly outside the personnel

dB from 100

MHz to 2

dB of shielding, and

much less power
door we measured
that

GHz. The anteroom showed

the large west door

showed approximately 55 dB of

better than expected, considering that the door

had no

rf gasketing.

These

confirm intuitive practices relating to shielding: keep interfering sources well

potential leaks,

and keep sensitive equipment and personnel away from potential

leaks if high-power rf is being transmitted within the chamber.
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Figure 92. Estimated sliielding from low-band measurements.

The estimated shielding using

the

mid-band system

is

shown

in Figure 93. Here, the noise floor

(mostly influenced by the insertion losses between transmitting and receiving antennas) severely
limited our ability to estimate shielding above 10.5

observed shielding of between 25

dB and 32 dB from

generate a valid estimate above 14

and 40 dB from

1

GHz

to 10.5

GHz.

GHz.

GHz, and

is

most

likely

due

GHz to

In the anteroom

we

14

GHz, and

to the fact that the

1

we

are unable to

observed shielding between 35

are unable to give a valid estimate above 10.5

Both of these shielding estimates are approximately
system. This

1

Just outside the personnel door,

dB worse

dB

GHz.

than those using the low-band

horn antennas (with a gain of approximately

10 dB) were directed at the personnel door. Outside the large west door, shielding appears to be

approximately 55
7

dB up

GHz. These leakages

to

around 9 GHz, with two significant exceptions near 5

will

need further evaluation.

GHz

and

We cannot give valid estimates of shielding

above 9 GHz.
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11000

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 93. Estimated shielding from the mid-band measurements.
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13000

15000

17000

Ambient Signals

6.4.

The

first

measurement conducted by NIST personnel upon arriving

measuring the ambient signals present

in the

at the

SPF

facility

involved

main SPF chamber. This measurement was

conducted by use of two spectrum analyzers each connected

to a single antenna.

One spectrum

analyzer was equipped with a discone antenna, while the other was equipped with a dual-ridge

horn antenna. Figure 94 depicts

this

main SPF door was open and ended
the opportunity to see

what

measurement
after the

signals might

The measurement was

setup.

door was closed. Observing

after all large

This measurement consisted of two complete and independent setups.

measured signals from 10

MHz to

1.01

with the dual-ridge horn - measured signals between 1.0
analyzers

was connected

to a laptop

computer

sweep of the spectrum. These measurements

NIST conducted

at

a discone antenna.

gave us

openings were closed.

One

setup equipped with

GHz and 6.0 GHz.

that triggered, recorded

Each of the two

and saved data from each

are almost identical in setup to the

an automotive manufacturing plant

and the other with

this transition

the

GHz. The second setup - equipped

Each connected
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measurements

[19].

Figure 94. Ambient signal measurement setup of two spectrum analyzers.
in color)

when

have been radiating from sources inside the chamber,

and what signals might have been penetrating the chamber

the discone antenna

started

One

with a dual ridged horn (red

to a laptop for recording data.

The low-band measurements began
April 15

.

Each data

discrete frequencies.

trace in the

14:40 on April 14th and ran continuously until 09:52 on

at

low-band was averaged over 100 sweeps and consisted of 8,192

Each sweep took approximately 12 ms. This average was saved

laptop computer and used in

all

subsequent data processing. High-band measurements began

15:20 on April 14* of 2009 and ran continuously

band measurements, 8,192
saved.

The sweep time

sweep time

is

due

to the

until

discrete frequency points

for high-band

at

09:38 on April 15*. Similar to the low-

were measured 100 times and the average

measurements was approximately 670 ms. The increased

to the increased resolution

bandwidth used

to help

lower the noise floor of the

measurement.
Early on the morning of April 15

,

the large door to the

closing procedure took approximately 2 hours.

SPF chamber began

to close.

The spectrum analyzers continued

to

The door

measure

data during this event. Figure 95 gives a clear indication of when the door finished closing

around minute 900 - when measured signals are attenuated
Figure 95-Figure 99

(Frequency

vs.

show

Amplitude

commercial radio

vs.

900

3-D

plot

form

Time). In Figure 95 and Figure 96, one can see strong signals

We can be certain that most,

stations rather than

signals drop off into the noise floor
in the

the noise floor.

several specific frequency bands of interest in

present from the start of the measurement until the door
radio frequency band.

down to

-

if

was

not

all,

closed. Figure 95

the door

is

FM

of these signals came from

from sources inside the chamber. For

when

shows the

this reason, the

closed. Similarly, Figure 96

shows signals

MHz ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) frequency band are severely attenuated

once the door

is

closed. Again, this gives

some

indication that these signals were originating

from outside the SPF chamber.
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"nie

H^>

Figure 95. The

FM frequency band is shown over the entire duration of the measurement (19 hours,

12

minutes).

red*^

^

cs2

^

^.

^<:«s?Figure 96. The 900

MHz ISM

shown over the
minutes). The sudden drop off around 900 minutes is
band

is

entire duration of the

measurements (19 hours, 12

a result of the door closing.
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5:5^

Figure 97. The 1800

For comparison,
appears to be
inside the

MHz cellular phone band

we show

little

the 1800

activity,

chamber had an

is

shown

for comparison to other active bands.

MHz cellular phone band in Figure 97.

both before and after the door

is

closed.

possible that

someone

active cell phone.

While Figure 96, Figure 97, and Figure 98 show an expected decay
99 and Figure 100 show what appears
door closes. For these signals,

SPF chamber. During

It is

In this band, there

it is

to

in

ambient

activity,

Figure

be a noticeable increase in ambient activity after the

reasonable to assume that they are emitting from within the

the early part of the measurement, these signals propagated through the

open door of the SPF chamber, and were not received by the spectrum analyzer. However, with
the door closed these signals reverberated throughout the

spectrum analyzer. The exact source of these signals

is

chamber and were received by the

unknown.

It is

possible they are

from computers or other measurement equipment being operated within the chamber
spectrum analyzer, laptop,
in the

chamber,

etc.) In addition to the

coming

(i.e.,

measurement equipment NIST was operating

NASA operates cameras and other monitoring equipment inside the chamber that

could be a potential source of electromagnetic radiation.
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fre^<

Figure 98. Data between 200

chamber door

MHz and 300 MHz showing an apparent increase in signal activity after the

closes.

Figure 100 and Figure 101 show an overall
after the

chamber door was

summary of the measurement

closed. After the

measurement was complete,

data; both before

the data

and

were

maximum values were extracted at each frequency. The
maximum values in these figures represent the maximum value measured at any point in the
measurement. Similarly, the median and minimum values are merely summaries of all of the
processed and the minimum, median and

measured

data.

The data

plotted in this

manner should be used

in

conjunction with the 3-D plots

(based on time) to determine whether a signal frequently occurs or

example of this
Figure 102,

it

is

Figure 101 where a large spike appears

can be seen that the spike

is

a one-time

measurement.

Ill

at

is

a rare

phenomenon.

An

approximately 3.1 GHz. Referring to

phenomenon occurring

late in the

€

Figure 99. Data between

chamber door

When these

is

1.1

GHz and

1.5

GHz that shows what appears to

be a distinct increase after the

SPF

closed.

data were processed,

we added

a correction for antenna factor.

The antenna

factor

is

a correction that relates the incident field at the aperture of the antenna to a voltage value. After
this correction is applied, the results are

SPF measurements,

the antenna factor

displayed in

dB

relative to

was measured by use of the

1

V/m. Prior

to this set

two-identical antenna method.

Figure 103 shows the antenna factor for both the high and low measurement bands.

antenna factor

at

any given frequency indicates an

112

of

inability to detect

weak

signals.

A higher

400

200

800

600

1000

1200

Frequency (MHz)

Minimum, median and maximum data
frequency band: 10 MHz to 1.01 GHz.
Figure 100.

It

(over the duration of the measurement) for the lower

should be noted that some of these measurements carry large uncertainties (10 dB-20 dB).

intentionally

do not

show long-term

state exact uncertainties for these

variations and characteristics.

The

measurements, because

their

purpose

in the

is

to

stem

largest contributors to the uncertainties

from the directional characteristics of the antennas used

We

measurements along with the

antenna factor correction.

Alhough

the antenna factor

is

a valid correction for a particular aspect angle,

the directional gain of the antenna. If a signal arrives at the antenna
this case,

many

angles

- the

correction can yield errors of several decibels.

used in the lower band was omnidirectional, and
caused by the antenna

from a

factor.

is

it

varies based

different angle

For a complete derivation of antenna

frequency.
is

to detect

factor can be used as a

The higher

weak

relatively flat,

in

therefore susceptible to additional errors

For omnidirectional antennas, antenna factor corrections are valid

antenna from multiple angles, errors are introduced

The antenna

- or

The discone antenna

only in the horizontal plane (zero-degree elevation). Again, with signals arriving

factor.

on

when

the data are corrected with the antenna

factor, refer to [20].

measure of how sensitive an antenna

the antenna factor, the less sensitive the antenna,

signals. In this

discone

at the

is at

any given

and the more

difficult

measurement, the noise floor of the spectrum analyzer

is

and the antenna factor becomes the limiting factor when ambient signals are

measured. Figure 103 gives a good idea of the shape of the effective noise floor for

measurement.
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this

it

SPF Door Open 4-14 15:20

to 4-15 09:38

-20

-40

^fBJjjfK^
-140

-160

Figure 101.

4000
Frequency (MHz)

2000

1000

3000

Minimum, median and maximum data
IGHz to 6 GHz.

5000

6000

7000

(over the duration of the measurement) for the lower

frequency band:

M

^<Figure 102. Data between 3

GHz

and

3.5

GHz that show the single

(Figure 101).
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spike reflected in the percentile plot

Antenna Factor

l.OOE+07

l.OOE+08

l.OOE+09

l.OOE+10

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 103. Antenna factor

GHz is

vs.

Frequency

The data

plotted on

3-D

plots (Figure 95

reflect

what was measured

shown

in

dBm, have

in

and low-bands. The discontinuity

at

1

Because

dB V/m. The

be reliably repeatable as

this

results.

Alhough

the

of the spectrum analyzer. Therefore the measurements,

data given in

at the test port,

dBm should be

at

httle or

to

measure ambient

no control over the source of the

a different location within the

dBm results

are

interpreted with caution.

not the antenna; they have not been corrected

measurement was designed

we have

with identical setup, repeated

Figure 99) are given in units of dBm. These units

on the order of a few dB, rather than 10+ dB, as with the

They represent what was measured
for cable losses.

-

at the test port

uncertainties

measurements presented

show

(log scale) over both high

a result of the switch from the discone antenna to the dual-ridged horn.
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signals.

it

in

may

The same

SPF chamber could yield

dB V/m, they are
and around the SPF chamber.

more accurate than those

the statistical behavior of ambient signals in

signals,

not
test,

different

best used to

.

7.

Uncertainty Considerations

The uncertainty considerations regarding

the measurements performed in the

very similar to those associated with our evaluation of the

Mode-Stirred Chamber Facility [14], and

The uncertainty

in our

we

will repeat

NASA SPF are

NASA Langley Research Center

some of that information

here.

measurements consists of three individual components, and these three

components are then combined

to

produce a

total

combined

uncertainty.

The

three

components

are:

1

Uncertainty due to the random nature of mode-stirred chamber measurements,

2.

Residual, unexplained uncertainty (imperfections in chamber),

3.

Instrumentation uncertainty.

Uncertainty due to the random nature of mode-stirred chamber measurements will be
present in any measurement performed in such a facility. This

would be observed

if the

chamber and

measurement

in [14], every

uncertainty associated with

will

essentially the uncertainty that

the associated instrumentation

were

have an ideal distribution associated with

In general,

it.

is

uncertainty, very well. Therefore,

we

we

average or

etc.)

and therefore an

can estimate the uncertainty of any parameter associated

and, for each parameter,

maximum

it,

As explained

can characterize the distributions, and hence the

with mode-stirred chamber measurements (received power, electric field

component),

perfect.

we

(total or

rectangular

can estimate the uncertainty associated with the

of each parameter as a function of the number of paddle positions.

Unfortunately, since each parameter has a different distribution and since the distribution for the

maximum

of a distribution

uncertainties
[14],

and

is

different

from the distribution for the average, the associated

must be addressed separately. These uncertainties have already been evaluated

will

be tabulated for our measurements below.

No chamber is perfect,
imperfections.

and there will be an increase

in the total uncertainty

due

to

We will group all possible imperfections together and call them collectively non-

ideal spatial uniformity (a sensor will consistently
it is

in

measure different values depending on where

placed in the chamber). Non-ideal uniformity can be caused by a variety of factors, such as

an electrically small paddle, direct coupling between the transmitting antenna and a sensor, or an
incorrect statistical model.

The uncertainty of our measurement system
components, and should be nearly identical

will generally

be small relative

to those presented in [14], since

similar instrumentation.
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we

to the other

are using very

Table

6.

Uncertainty

in

an ideal chamber for 141 samples.

Standard uncertainty for the
Quantity

maximum

average (dB)

Received power

0.37

0.95

Cartesian electric field

0.38

0.95

Total electric field

0.22

0.7

Table

7.

Uncertainty

in

(dB)

an ideal chamber for 12 paddle positions.

Standard uncertainty for the

Quantity

maximum

average (dB)

'

Received power

1.3

1.8

Cartesian electric field

1.3

1.8

0.74

1.1

Total electric field

7.1

Uncertainty due to

(dB)

Random Nature of Mode-Stirred Chamber Measurements

The uncertainty associated with

measurements

ideal

taken directly from the descriptions given in [14].

in

an ideal mode-stirred chamber can be

A summary of these uncertainties

is

given in

Table 6 for 141 samples and Table 7 for 12 samples. All uncertainties are given in terms of
decibels. All of the uncertainties listed here can be characterized as type

which
7.2

are evaluated

by

statistical

A uncertainties:

those

methods.

Estimation of the Standard Uniformity

We estimate the standard uniformity of the
based on the standard deviation shown
frequency range (say, from

1

00

in Figure 68.

the

VNA system and frequency averaging

Here we see

that over a large portion

of the

MHz to 5 GHz) the observed standard deviation is very close to

the ideal standard deviation of 0.37 dB.

standard uniformity of the chamber

we performed were

SPF using

is

Over this frequency range we can estimate

significantly better than 0.37 dB,

not sufficient to determine the actual level.

Above

that the

and the measurements
5

GHz,

there

is

a slight

increase in the standard deviation. In our opinion, most of this increase can be attributed to

instrumentation uncertainty (especially repeatability of cables and cormectors).

assume

that the entire increase in the

above 18 GHz,
less than 0.5

is

due

to

observed standard deviation, which

chamber imperfections, then

dB. Below 100

MHz,

dB

at

100

MHz.
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dB

near 70

good

if

we

approximately 0.6

this implies that the standard

the data are insufficient to give a

standard uniformity appears to be approximately 2

is

Even

uniformity

dB
is

estimate, but the

MHz and rapidly drops below 0.5

These estimates are based on the assumption

anomalous

that

nonuniformities in the SPF. If this assumption

is

shown

the standard uniformity estimate to approximately 0.9

dB

dB

the standard uniformity to

1.1

dB

near

GHz, and

1.5

between

unexplained notch). This

SPF

is

GHz, and those shown

near 19.5
1

Surprisingly, the standard uniformity

dB and
is

low

2

in

dB

about

1.3

about 2.2

because, even though

VNA system.

dB

for frequencies greater than
is

total field, things are a little better.

around 90

observed standard deviation

GHz.

8

no such notch

in

1

measurements combined,

is

about

1

.4

dB above

1

GHz. This

is

about

seems

is

dB

maximum total
is

about

at

that the

75

1

dB, but the

Above

1.1

dB
GHz,

the

peak

behaved than the average

field is better
field in

field.

an ideal chamber

Below

1.1

GHz,

is

field,

1

dB.

which

always larger

the standard uniformity

MHz.

field, the

1.3

.

about 2 dB, which implies a standard uniformity of less than

show

to

1

implies a standard uniformity of

expect a variation of around 1.8 dB.

because the uncertainty of the peak

GHz,

of

the standard uniformity climbs to about

we

c

is

that the standard uniformity

field,

observed variation
.

MHz,

than that

expect a standard deviation of

Cartesian

approximately 3

1

at all

much worse

The expected standard deviation

than the uncertainty of the corresponding average

Finally, for

we

is

the standard uniformity rises to approximately 2.1

again, this

unexpected

expected variation

is

around

1.1

dB. Above

dB

at

75

GHz,

1.1

dB, which implies a standard uniformity of less than

the standard uniformity rises to approximately 2

1

the

dB.

MHz.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Space Power
the

is

GHz,

observed standard deviation

8,

there

1

(the large

1.1

dB. Below

1

maximum

Below

64 would boost

MHz.

For

at

field,

800 MHz. This implies

approximately 2 dB. Below 800

dB

rises to

GHz

we have assumed that

For average Cartesian

3.4

around

in Figure

both sets of data near 33

dB, but the observed standard deviation, looking

Cartesian field

is

approximately

response, the measurements near this notch are quite repeatable.

observed with the

Once

to

over most of the spectrum above

For measurements using the probe system, the standard uniformity

For

would boost

in Figure 61, if included,

near 10 GHz. Similarly, the anomalies shown in Figure 63 would boost the standard

uniformity to approximately

the

of actual

not valid, the estimates of the standard

uniformity will be worse. For example, anomalies

2

results are not indicative

Facility

NIST team has

vacuum chamber

is

the largest highly conductive

complex cavity

that

ever been challenged to evaluate as a possible electromagnetic test chamber.

We anticipated that this chamber would possibly exhibit behavior peculiar to the circular and
spherical geometry

(i.e.,

energy focusing and poor uniformity) that
118

may

limit the usefulness as a

we were

reverberation chamber. However,

measurement

chamber over

The data

data.

unable to find evidence of those characteristics in the

indicate that the

chamber functions

the entire range of our tests (100

MHz

quite well as a reverberation

- 40 GHz). After sampling over

141

closely spaced but independent frequencies, the standard deviation over the test locations varied

from 0.4 dB - 0.45 dB up

to 18

GHz, very

standard deviation increased above

1

8

measurement anomalies and equipment

The

characteristics.

surprisingly

good

overall conclusion

factor (Q),

and

we

limitations that

from

this

test positions,

These

sampling was that the chamber exhibited

factor (Q) exceeding 10^ at frequencies

power from

results

some

may have masked the chamber
like

an ideal reverberation chamber,

calculated attenuation, decay time,

electric field related to input

of the network analyzer system.

were fewer

and performed very much

field uniformity

hi addition to field uniformity

chamber value of 0.36 dB. The

close to the ideal

GHz but there

show

mode bandwidth,

quality

the insertion loss data collected

that the

by use

chamber has a very high quality

above 10 GHz. This means

that impulsive signals will

have a very long decay time and hence pulsed rf testing will require more investigation.

As

a

complement

to the

measurements using the network analyzer, we assembled a system of

probes and sampled the electric field

at a variety

of locations in the chamber. The radio

frequency signals were radiated into the chamber by use of a transmit antenna aimed into a small

While

rotating paddle.
it

was too small

paddle did provide a few sample points for the probe measurements,

to effectively stir the large

one dimension

at least

this

that

is

chamber, since

comparable to

at least

we would prefer to have

a paddle with

one dimension of the chamber. The small

paddle, and the inability to utilize frequency averaging, caused the variation in the probe

measurement data

be larger than what was shown by the network analyzer

to

that the uniformity

of the chamber

is

much better than

indicated

even with these measurement issues, the data show the chamber

common
would

standards.

by the probe
is

We

data.

However,

conclude

suitable for testing based

on

A more effective paddle along with some frequency and spatial averaging

greatly improve the statistical quality of the field data in the chamber.

The amount of loading caused by

the cryo-floor

was very small

(typically

structure will not significantly impact the field strength in the chamber.

show

tests.

that the cryo-floor did not

< 1 dB) and

this

Measurements also

impact the field uniformity.

A test was performed to examine the shielding of the chamber. We measured the insertion loss
from inside

to various points in the

larger concrete

may be

and

steel outer shell.

adequate for low power

levels are

used

annulus region between the aluminum inner chamber and the

in the

chamber.

tests,

While the approximate 30 dB of attenuation (shielding)

we recommend that

it

should be improved

if higher

power

A proper shielded door for personnel is the most obvious

possible improvement, in addition to shielding other

119

known

apertures and cable penetrations.
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